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 1 -- Upon commencing at 11:00 a.m.

 2

 3             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

 4             The Commissioners are here, and if you

 5 are ready.

 6             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  Well, as I

 7 said earlier, both Ms. Blair and Ms. Hartley have

 8 been here before.  It is Mr. Shingler who has not,

 9 and I wonder, Clint, if you could introduce

10 yourself and your role at the time.

11             CLINT SHINGLER:  Hi.  Good morning,

12 everybody.  My name is Clint Shingler.  Can

13 everyone hear me, first off?

14             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Yes.  Thank you.

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Thank you.

16             So I have been the Director of

17 Emergency Management in the Health System Emergency

18 Management Branch, acting in the role from 2013 to

19 2016, and then formally in the role from 2016 up to

20 2020, and currently just away on leave.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  That is great.

22 Thank you.

23             I wonder, Michael, if you could put up

24 the presentation, and today we are discussing

25 pandemic preparedness.
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 1             And if we could go to the first slide.

 2 I am going to take you to some overview documents

 3 in a moment.  I guess, Mr. Shingler, you were the

 4 lead in this, but you are going to talk about the

 5 various emergency plans and policies that related

 6 to infectious disease and pandemics, and they

 7 include what is on the screen; is that correct?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Specific to infectious

 9 disease; correct.

10             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And just

11 so the Commissioners understand, at this point in

12 time, there wasn't just one plan to go to, but

13 rather there were a number of documents that you

14 relied upon; is that correct?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And at the time when

17 you were relying on these documents, you had

18 started a policy review as to trying to get a

19 single plan, and that was what is referred to as

20 the Ready and Resilient Health System Plan;

21 correct?

22             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And that was in policy

24 work at the time of the pandemic outbreak on this

25 occasion; correct?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

 2             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So what I would like

 3 to do is I just want to make sure -- because the

 4 slide that jumps right into the plans, I just want

 5 to make sure -- and again, I am using a document

 6 which -- and it is document number 8, Michael --

 7 just to get some of the principles down so the

 8 Commissioners can understand what pandemic

 9 preparedness might look like.

10             Now, this is a document by the Canadian

11 Public Health Network called "Canadian Pandemic

12 Influenza Preparedness", and it was done in 2018,

13 if you go to the next page at the bottom there,

14 you'll see it.

15             And I just want to take you through it

16 to see whether you agreed with some of the

17 principles in this.

18             And if we can go to -- sort of start at

19 page 12, and maybe you should blow it up, Michael,

20 so people can see it.  A little larger.  We are all

21 a little older.

22             Okay.  And, Clint, just to be clear, I

23 mean, one of the principles that you work with is

24 that:

25                  "When the next pandemic will
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 1             occur isn't entirely clear."

 2                 It says here:

 3                  "Although historically

 4             pandemics have occurred three to

 5             four times per century, there is no

 6             predictable interval.  It should not

 7             be assumed that the 2009 pandemic

 8             has provided a respite during which

 9             preparedness efforts can be

10             relaxed."

11             Do you agree with that statement?

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it says

14 "Where it will emerge", and it says:

15                  "While most seasonal influenza

16             strains emerge in East/Southeast

17             Asia, the same is not true for

18             pandemic influenza; the 2009

19             pandemic emerged in Mexico."

20             So an influenza pandemic could emerge

21 anywhere, as could a pathogen pandemic such as

22 coronavirus, correct?

23             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct, yes.  I think

24 this document is focussed on the question of

25 influenza, but certainly our experience with other
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 1 infectious diseases, including coronavirus, is like

 2 MERS, like Ebola, as the deck goes through to

 3 explain, you know, the different viruses have and

 4 can pop up really anywhere at different times.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, but just so we

 6 are clear, a lot of the preparedness work done

 7 across Canada and certainly Ontario focussed

 8 initially on influenza; correct?

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

10             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And then

11 the nature of the spread, it says:

12                  "Pandemics often first arise

13             outside the usual influenza season

14             [...] and typically have more than

15             one wave of infection.  However,

16             this is not true in all

17             circumstances or in all areas.  A

18             small first wave is often followed

19             by a larger second wave, but the

20             real size of pandemic waves may

21             vary."

22             When you are preparing for a pandemic,

23 is it anticipated, as we have had on this occasion,

24 that there would be more than one wave?

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  It can be, yes.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So you plan for that;

 2 correct?

 3             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 4             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Then it says:

 5                  "What its characteristics will

 6             be -- the basic characteristics of

 7             the next pandemic virus are unknown,

 8             including its antigenic type, [...]

 9             its transmissibility and virulence,

10             and the age groups and clinical

11             groups most affected."

12             So I take it you agree with that, that

13 in planning for these pandemics, you are not

14 entirely clear as to the nature of the virus or the

15 transmissibility or who it is going to affect;

16 correct?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So in this case, in

19 COVID, we know it affected the elderly more, at

20 least in the first wave, and it looks like so far

21 in the second wave, but another pandemic might

22 affect the young; correct?

23             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

24             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it talks

25 about the impact on society.  It says:
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 1                  "The last four pandemics

 2             demonstrated that population impact

 3             can vary from low to high and is not

 4             the same in all populations or

 5             settings.  It is important to

 6             consider all possibilities and make

 7             plans adaptable for different

 8             circumstances."

 9             So, for example, from a planning

10 perspective, you ought to be looking at different

11 sectors of society as in the example we just used,

12 day-cares, if it is going to affect young people,

13 or long-term care if it is going to affect old;

14 that would be part of the planning process,

15 ideally?

16             CLINT SHINGLER:  Ideally, yes.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if we could

18 just go over to page 22, and here they talk about:

19                  "A precautionary/protective

20             approach - this approach is

21             particularly applicable in the early

22             stages of a pandemic when

23             evidence-informed decision-making is

24             not possible due to lack of data and

25             the uncertainty of an evolving
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 1             event.  This means taking timely and

 2             reasonable prevention action,

 3             proportional to the threat and

 4             evidence-informed to the extent

 5             possible.  This does not mean that

 6             in the absence of evidence, all

 7             actions must be taken; rather, it

 8             means that as emerging evidence

 9             reduces uncertainty,

10             evidence-informed actions may

11             supersede those precautionary

12             measures taken at the outset."

13             Now, I take it from a planning

14 perspective, and even from an execution

15 perspective, the precautionary approach is

16 recommended and adhered to in Ontario, supposed to

17 be?

18             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

19             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if you go to

20 the next line, it says:

21                  "Use of established practices

22             and systems to the extent possible."

23             And it goes on:

24                  "It is extremely difficult to

25             implement new ways to do things
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 1             during an emergency.  Effective

 2             seasonal influenza responses support

 3             a strong pandemic response, as

 4             well-practised strategies and

 5             processes can be rapidly ramped up

 6             to manage the pandemic."

 7             Do you see that?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 9             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And do you agree with

10 that?

11             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

12             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  I think Dr. Walker

13 referred to the problem of building a lifeboat in

14 the middle of a storm and that it is very difficult

15 to actually prepare for a pandemic during a

16 pandemic; would you agree with that?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And if you

19 go down, it says:

20                  "In a pandemic situation, a

21             pan-Canadian whole-of-government

22             response is required so that all

23             potential resources can be applied

24             to minimizing the pandemic's

25             negative health, social and economic
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 1             impacts.  Pandemic plans should be

 2             aligned across jurisdictions to

 3             facilitate successful FPT

 4             collaboration during a pandemic."

 5             Now, I take it in Ontario you have the

 6 PEOC, which gives you more of a whole of government

 7 approach, and you were doing the Ontario Health

 8 approach -- pardon me, the province's health

 9 approach; correct?

10             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.  The

11 province's health approach to the Ministry of

12 Health, the PEOC would be the broader government,

13 and then this document really speaking more to a

14 pan-Canadian approach to the broader FPT or

15 federal/provincial/territorial public health

16 structure.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  So that from

18 top to bottom, we are protecting all Canadians at

19 all levels; correct?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can go to

22 page 26 and just the second part there under D,

23 "Health Sector Preparedness and Response":

24                  "Health sector preparedness and

25             response remains the responsibility
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 1             of each jurisdiction."

 2             That remains so.  It is a provincial

 3 jurisdiction; correct?

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:

 6                  "In some jurisdictions

 7             responsibility for emergency social

 8             services also falls to the health

 9             sector."

10             And that is the case here with the

11 health emergency work under the legislation;

12 correct?

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  In the case of

14 Ontario, emergency social services would be the

15 responsibility of the Ministry of -- MCSCS would be

16 the acronym -- or CCSS rather.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  I see.  So they still

18 remain that.  Okay.

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yeah.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So:

21                  "[Provincial territorial]

22             governments are responsible for:

23                 - ensuring that PT pandemic plans

24             (or all-hazard plans depending on

25             the jurisdiction) are developed,
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 1             tested and periodically updated."

 2             Correct?

 3             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 4             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we go down one

 5 more:

 6                  "- communicating and engaging

 7             with the general public, media and

 8             stakeholder groups about their

 9             respective plans."

10             Correct?

11             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

12             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then:

13                  "- activating PT pandemic or

14             all-hazards plans.

15             That is the responsibility of the

16 province, right?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If we could then go

19 up.  Then 27, and this just provides some more

20 detail that the provincial governments expected,

21 and I take it they are to develop plans to increase

22 surge capacity in order to care for affected

23 persons in their jurisdictions, correct?  Surge

24 capacity is something that you would be planning

25 for?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes:

 2             JOHN CALLAGHAN:

 3                  "Providing health care services

 4             for persons within their

 5             jurisdiction, including federal

 6             populations [...]"

 7             Which is really not an issue here, but

 8 your plan provides caring for people; correct?

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

10             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  "Developing and

11             maintaining memoranda of understanding

12             and protocols as needed, preferably

13             before the pandemic, to facilitate

14             interprovincial/territorial movement of

15             patients and licensed health care

16             professionals [...]"

17             I'm not sure that applies in this case,

18 but were there memorandum?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  There was an

20 interjurisdictional process in place, yes.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it goes on.

22 I don't think much of this applies.  It says:

23                  "Ensuring the provision of

24             medications, supplies and equipment

25             required for provision of pandemic
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 1             health care services."

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And we talked about

 4 the stockpile earlier, but that is essentially

 5 that; correct?

 6             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then:

 8                  "Working collaboratively to

 9             establish protocols and guidelines

10             for prioritizing health care

11             services during times of high

12             service demand and staff or supply

13             shortages in the respective

14             jurisdiction."

15             So you had to plan in advance, correct,

16 for that type of thing?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, the

18 prioritization of health care services, really that

19 one addresses a lot of the -- some of the more

20 recent developments in terms of the critical care

21 triage documents that were released by the

22 province.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So if we go to

24 page 35, this is a chart with pandemic scenarios,

25 and they refer to various pandemic -- influenza
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 1 pandemics, and I am just trying to point out that

 2 in this document and, I take it, in your planning,

 3 it was recognized, even with a low impact pandemic,

 4 you would have to be concerned about the long-term

 5 care which may or may not be affected; correct?  So

 6 you would have to worry about long-term care?  It

 7 is one of the four they list; correct?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

 9             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then this document

10 goes on, and I am not going to spend a lot of time

11 on it, but if you go to page 42, it talks about

12 preparing for lab services, right?  You need to

13 make sure your laboratories are in good order and

14 preparation; correct?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it goes to

17 a -- if you go to page 48, they are talking about

18 IPAC, and they are talking about health care

19 organizations, and it refers to in the middle of

20 that page -- I won't read it, but it refers to

21 health care workers, visitors and contractors, and

22 it says:

23                  "Important elements of IPC",

24             and occupational health is OH, "and

25             OH programs for pandemic
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 1             preparedness and response in the

 2             health care setting include the

 3             following:

 4                  "- adequate staffing of IPC and

 5             OH professionals in the health care

 6             organization to conduct education

 7             and training for front line staff."

 8             So you needed to make sure that, as

 9 part of preparedness, frontline staff -- and this

10 would include, I assume, people in the long-term

11 care community -- were educated on IPAC and

12 occupational health and safety issues?

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.

14             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then below, it

15 says:

16                  "- organizational risk

17             assessments, best carried out in the

18             interpandemic period", that is

19             between pandemics, "to identify

20             engineering, administrative and

21             personal protective equipment

22             controls that will best protect

23             patients, HCWs and visitors in the

24             health care setting."

25             So ideally, on the preparedness side,
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 1 you are looking in these inter-periods to build up

 2 that engineering, administrative and PPE controls;

 3 correct?

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then somewhat

 6 redundant, I think, but:

 7                  "- comprehensive education and

 8             training for HCWs in the

 9             organization on influenza IPC and OH

10             issues."

11             And I take it, as far as you are aware,

12 IPAC training for influenza should protect them

13 generally against other transmissible diseases, if

14 they know how to use IPAC?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then they have:

17                  "- point-of-care risk

18             assessments that are carried out by

19             individual HCWs before they enter a

20             patient's environment or initiate

21             patient care to determine the

22             appropriate PPE, isolation and

23             cohorting strategies for a given

24             patient, during a given

25             intervention, in a specific room,
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 1             area or facility."

 2             So this is ensuring that they know how

 3 to not just use appropriate PPE but isolate and

 4 cohort patients given whatever the strategy is for

 5 the intervention; correct?

 6             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then just dropping

 8 down, and part of the preparedness requires:

 9                  "- respiratory protection

10             programs to ensure that HCWs who may

11             need to wear a respirator (including

12             N95 respirators) are trained,

13             fit-tested and prepared."

14             So that is also part of the

15 preparedness; correct?

16             CLINT SHINGLER:  Ideally, yes.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Ideally, yes.  49, if

18 we just go back to 49, and this is more of a

19 warning.  And I just want to make sure we

20 understand this:

21                  "Planning for the delivery of

22             health care in a pandemic is a

23             particular challenge as there is

24             little excess capacity in the

25             Canadian health care system,
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 1             particularly in remote and isolated

 2             communities.  Nonetheless surge

 3             capacity planning is an essential

 4             component of pandemic preparedness

 5             for all levels of care, including

 6             telephone information lines, primary

 7             and ambulatory care practitioners,

 8             emergency medical services, hospital

 9             and critical care, long-term and

10             palliative care, home care and other

11             community care including death care

12             services [...].  Surge capacity

13             planning involves development of

14             strategies for enhancing levels of

15             staff and volunteers, equipment and

16             supplies and, potentially, space to

17             accommodate more patients.  It also

18             includes consideration of novel

19             approaches to enhancing assessment

20             and care.  Surge capacity plans

21             should include regional or even

22             province-wide components."

23             So ideally, in the long-term care

24 world, you would have planned for a surge capacity,

25 say, of workers and of equipment and supplies,
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 1 including PPE, correct, ideally?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Ideally, yes.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  If we

 4 could go to 51, and this is another one I just want

 5 to touch base with.  This says:

 6                  "Other health care services -

 7             services such as mental health, home

 8             care, palliative and hospice care,

 9             long-term care and other community

10             health and social services may not

11             be well linked to regional and local

12             pandemic planning processes.  Though

13             often overlooked in pandemic

14             planning, their functioning is

15             critical to achieving the pandemic

16             objectives by providing early and

17             appropriate treatment outside of

18             hospitals to those who do not need

19             acute hospital care.  These

20             organizations must be involved in

21             pandemic planning and encouraged to

22             have business continuity plans in

23             place so that they can continue to

24             provide their services to some of

25             the most vulnerable patients in the
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 1             community with minimal interruption

 2             during a pandemic."

 3             So ideally you would agree with that,

 4 that you should -- that we should be including the

 5 long-term care communities in the planning process?

 6             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we go to 55, I

 8 guess, and it says:

 9                  "Preparedness is a

10             responsibility of individuals,

11             organizations and jurisdictions at

12             all levels.  PTs are responsible for

13             preparedness activities that will

14             take place at the PT level and they

15             may also provide advice and/or

16             support to regional and local areas.

17             Assessing the level of pandemic

18             preparedness enables jurisdictions

19             to monitor the progress of their

20             pandemic planning, identify gaps and

21             prioritize future planning efforts.

22             Use of checklists, perhaps coupled

23             with site visits, are potential

24             tools for monitoring progress and

25             levels of preparedness.
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 1                  It is also important to

 2             determine whether responses can be

 3             implemented effectively so as to

 4             achieve the intended results.

 5             Training and exercises should be

 6             conducted on a regular basis to

 7             maintain preparedness levels as part

 8             of a cycle of continuous

 9             improvement.  Training should also

10             be made a priority for new workers.

11             Exercises can take many forms,

12             ranging from discussion-based

13             activities such as seminars and

14             workshops to larger more complex

15             activities such as activating plans

16             and simulating response activities.

17             It is best for organizations to work

18             their way up to larger exercises.

19             This progression allows

20             organizations to understand their

21             plans better and identify

22             interdependencies, and to make

23             changes and adjustments before

24             attempting a larger, more

25             complicated activity.  Following an
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 1             exercise a formal After Action

 2             Report should be prepared, along

 3             with an implementation plan to

 4             address the gaps identified.

 5             Problem areas or weaknesses should

 6             be corrected through additional

 7             training and/or changes or additions

 8             to plans."

 9             So I know that I read a lot, but do you

10 agree with those two statements?

11             CLINT SHINGLER:  Ideally, yes.

12             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Ideally, yes.  Okay.

13             And then I just want to just make sure,

14 before we get you started on your way in the

15 presentation, if you could just go -- because I

16 want to make sure that we understand the provincial

17 nature of it.  There is a Provincial Emergency

18 Response Plan that was updated in 2019, and it is

19 document 14.  You are familiar with this plan?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And so the PEOC, which

22 is the Emergency Operations Centre, would sit --

23 and you will explain this later, it sits at the

24 larger side when we are dealing with the larger

25 issues of the province, where the health sector
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 1 deals with the health sector issues, but the health

 2 sector becomes one of the leads because of the

 3 nature of this pandemic, correct, or this

 4 emergency?

 5             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

 6             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Now we'll just go to

 7 page 17, and just -- this is not for you.  This is

 8 just to let the Commissioners know.  I appreciate

 9 this is not something -- Mr. Shingler is well

10 versed in this.  So it says:

11                  "The aim of the emergency

12             response is to safeguard the health,

13             safety, welfare and property of

14             residents, and to protect the

15             economic, physical, social, cultural

16             and environmental assets of affected

17             areas."

18             That is a pretty general statement, but

19 that is the goal; correct?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we go over to

22 page 22.  So the Provincial Emergency Response

23 Plan, which is what this document is from 2019,

24 is -- and it just says:

25                  "This PERP is the provincial
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 1             emergency plan for all-hazards

 2             response and coordination for

 3             emergencies involving multiple

 4             provincial organizations."

 5             So the provincial plan comes in when

 6 you have a host of various Ministries, for example,

 7 affected, as was the case with this pandemic,

 8 right?

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

10             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But they are

11 provincial Ministries that have specific

12 responsibility for specific emergency hazards; fair

13 enough?

14             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

15             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it says, if we go

16 to down to 2.7.3:

17                  "All provincial ministers are

18             required to develop and maintain

19             emergency plans that address

20             continuity of operations under [...]

21             [the regulation].  Those ministers

22             assigned a type of emergency under

23             Order in Council [...] must also

24             develop an emergency response plan

25             in respect of that assignment.
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 1             These can be in the same or

 2             different plans.

 3                  Ministry emergency response

 4             plans shall be 'coordinated insofar

 5             as possible with the emergency

 6             response plans of other ministries'

 7             [...], which includes the PERP."

 8             And so we are going to get there in a

 9 second, but under the Order in Council, the

10 Ministry of Health has specific emergencies to

11 which it is required to respond; correct?

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And just

14 to go over to 81, there is a requirement.  It says

15 under here that:

16                  "Every minister is responsible

17             for conducting emergency management

18             training programs and exercises to

19             ensure the readiness of Crown

20             employees and other persons to act

21             under their respective ministry

22             emergency plans."

23             So there is an obligation to do that;

24 correct?

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then there is a

 2 requirement that says, under 7.2:

 3                  "The Provincial Emergency

 4             Response Plan should be tested in an

 5             exercise on an annual basis."

 6             And then it goes down, and it says:

 7                  "Ministry action groups and

 8             municipal emergency control groups

 9             shall conduct an annual exercise for

10             a simulated emergency incident in

11             order to evaluate respective

12             ministry and municipal emergency

13             plans [...]"

14             So there is a requirement to do it on

15 the provincial and on the Ministry level, to have a

16 test plan, right -- to have a test, sorry?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And then

19 if we can go over to 7.3, it is a requirement that

20 at one of these provincial level action groups that

21 there should be an after-action review; correct?

22             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  So at the end

24 of this pandemic, there will be a requirement to

25 have a review of how various government Ministries
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 1 performed; is that what I am to understand?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So we expect during

 4 the course of this pandemic that there will be

 5 records kept of decisions made and recommendations

 6 made so that they can be assessed in the

 7 after-action review; fair enough?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 9             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If we can go over to

10 page 111, this is Appendix G.  All right.  And so

11 this is just an appendix which sets out the

12 responsibilities of Ministries who are referenced

13 in the Order in Council to which we discussed a

14 moment ago; correct?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it says -- it

17 refers to the Ontario regulation which begets the

18 Order in Council, which is there in the second

19 line:

20                  "As applicable, an emergency

21             plan in respect of the type of

22             emergency assigned under OIC

23             1157/2009."

24             And there are two directions under

25 "Preparedness":
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 1                  "In order to ensure that

 2             ministries have the capabilities in

 3             place to implement the

 4             responsibilities detailed in their

 5             plans, the following preparedness

 6             measures should be put in place:

 7                 - A ministry action group which

 8             can be activated at short notice to

 9             guide the ministry emergency

10             response.

11                 - Designated staff to form

12             membership on the ministry action

13             group.

14                 - A 24/7 emergency response

15             contact point.

16                 - A designated location and

17             emergency operations centre [...]

18                 - A designated ministry emergency

19             information officer.

20                 - Plans, procedures, resource

21             lists and arrangements to carry out

22             emergency responsibilities."

23             Okay, so that is sort of on the

24 preparedness side, and then there is a response

25 side; correct?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 2             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if you go over to

 3 the next page, it lists all the Ministries that

 4 have responsibilities under an Order in Council,

 5 and yours falls under G.8 of the appendix, and it

 6 says under G.8, if we get there -- and you might

 7 want to blow that up, Michael, a little bit so

 8 people can see a little bit.

 9             Okay, well, if you go down -- let's

10 go -- the other way, please.  Go up then, I guess,

11 is the phrase I'm looking for.  It says:

12                  "Under the OIC 1157/2009, the

13             Minister of Health and Minister of

14             Long-Term Care have been assigned

15             the responsibility for the

16             formulation of emergency plans in

17             respect of:

18                 - Human health, disease and

19             epidemics.

20                 - Health services during an

21             emergency.

22                 - Ministry continuity of

23             operations planning."

24             And so because this was a health

25 disease, an epidemic, that engaged the Ministry's
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 1 plan, right?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And just so I am

 4 clear, is the responsibility the Minister of Health

 5 or is it both Ministries, because this one actually

 6 breaks it up that both Ministries have equal

 7 responsibility.

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yeah.  Yes, they do,

 9 and there were processes in place that -- there

10 were processes underway to determine how we were

11 going to operate the program with the newly split

12 Ministry responsibilities.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So the documents you

14 are going to take us to, none of them refer to the

15 Ministry of Long-Term Care?  They are all Ministry

16 of Health -- or Ministry of Health and long-term

17 care, but --

18             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

19             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  -- generally on the

20 Ministry of Health side; correct?

21             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, they reflected

22 the time in which the two Ministries were together.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  So there is no

24 independent Ministry of Long-Term Care emergency

25 plan, as I understand it; correct?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.  No, not at that

 2 time.  However, we were working on discussions on

 3 how we would proceed, you know, across the two

 4 Ministries.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So it says:

 6                  "Responsibilities.

 7                 MOL/MLTC plans detail how these

 8             responsibilities are met and

 9             describe how the ministries manage

10             human health emergencies and ensure

11             continued access to health services

12             regardless of disruption, emergency

13             or disaster through:

14                 - Continued engagement with the

15             PEOC, other ministries, federal and

16             other provincial/territorial health

17             authorities."

18             And then it goes:

19                  "Coordination of the health

20             system with partners including:"

21             And it says "Long-term care facilities"

22 if you go down there.

23             So you are supposed to -- the plans --

24 at least this is 2019, and I understand you said

25 you are working off, the plans were then supposed
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 1 to be coordinated with long-term care facilities?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  The plans were to deal

 3 with the coordination of the health system,

 4 including the long-term care facilities; correct?

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, I haven't seen

 6 anything that shows the coordination with long-term

 7 care facilities as facilities, so if I have missed

 8 that, perhaps when you go through your

 9 presentation, you can tell us which ones reflect

10 the coordination with long-term care facilities,

11 okay?

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So now let's go back

14 to the slide deck.

15             So there is not one plan, as you say.

16 There are these various documents that --

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  -- assisted; correct?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  We are going to come

21 back to these, going to come back to this page

22 specifically as we go, but let's -- why don't we

23 start then with your page 4.

24             CLINT SHINGLER:  Great.  So yes, this

25 list gets broken out further in the following
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 1 slides, and those plans are ordered more by their

 2 last release date.  So the first one on this is the

 3 Provincial Coordination Plan for an Influenza

 4 Pandemic.  This is a plan of the Ministry of the

 5 Solicitor General, the same organization that we

 6 just read through the Provincial Emergency Response

 7 Plan.

 8             And this plan was developed to deal

 9 with the broader societal aspects of influenza

10 pandemics beyond the health system and how the

11 Ministries would collaborate to respond, and so it

12 is supportive of the Ontario Health plan, the

13 Ministry of Health plan, which we'll talk about in

14 the next slide.

15             So this plan deals with broader

16 government coordination beyond the health sector.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  So if I

18 could take you -- this plan, does it -- I take it

19 it gets superceded by the 2013 plan?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  No, this is a

21 different -- the 2013 plan, which we'll talk about

22 next, is the health sector specific plan.  So this

23 is a broader government coordination plan.  So what

24 would the other -- so while the Ministry of Health

25 is leading the health sector piece of the response,
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 1 you know, what are the roles and responsibilities

 2 of the other Ministries and how would that broader

 3 activity be coordinated across government.

 4             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Was that the only such

 5 document between 2006 and 2013, or was there a

 6 complementary health -- specific to the health

 7 sector?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  The OHPIP, the Ontario

 9 Health plan, would be, you know, the health

10 component.

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  I see.  And I take

12 it -- and we have got some documents here, but

13 maybe it is just self-evident, but I take it after

14 SARS and after the avian influenza outbreak, there

15 was a great deal of focus on pandemic planning at

16 that time; correct?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And I

19 don't want to go over it again.  We went over it

20 with Ms. Hartley.  You know, for example, that is

21 when the stockpile was built up as part of this

22 program; correct?

23             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

24             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it was informed

25 by, as I understand it -- and I have got some
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 1 documents here, but I don't know if I have got to

 2 pull them up, but it was informed by the Campbell

 3 and Walker report, for example, on SARS?

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  The plan -- yes, the

 5 planning effort back then in general, yes.

 6             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  If we can go to

 7 the next document.

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  So the next document

 9 is the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza

10 Pandemic.  This planning began in 2004.  As

11 indicated on the slide, there was a steering

12 committee that worked on the planning in 2013 after

13 the H1N1 pandemic.  This plan -- the steering

14 committee came back together to amend that plan to

15 incorporate some of the lessons learned and best

16 practices from H1N1.

17             So generally that encompassed making

18 the plan more scaleable to address a range of

19 strategies, different severity scenarios, including

20 times when -- you know, before the severity of the

21 virus itself is known and where the precautionary

22 principle may apply, and it serves as a planning

23 resource for the health system to respond to an

24 influenza pandemic and informs the broader pandemic

25 planning in the province.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So why don't we go

 2 back to the first -- why don't we go back to slide

 3 2, and let's just take a look at it because it

 4 currently -- and maybe you know this, Mr. Shingler.

 5 If one puts a pandemic plan in the provincial

 6 website, what would come up is the Influenza

 7 Pandemic Plan; you are aware of that?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 9             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So maybe,

10 Michael, you can push on that and see what comes

11 up.  And we are pushing on the link that is in the

12 slide deck at page 5.

13             Okay.  So blow that up a little bit,

14 Michael.

15             So if I am looking for emergency

16 planning and preparedness, this is what I find on

17 the government website; correct?

18             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

19             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And let's go to

20 "Introduction".  Let's just open up the first

21 chapter.  There are a number of chapters there

22 dealing with various things from laboratories,

23 which we'll go into later.

24             So if we go into this, and we go to the

25 third page, Michael, and we look at the "Audience",
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 1 the audience is said to be:

 2                  "Health sector employers,

 3             health care providers and other

 4             health workers, emergency planners,

 5             health administrators and other

 6             provincial health system partners."

 7             So this document is to inform those

 8 people, so it includes everything from long-term

 9 care employers to the long-term care employee;

10 correct?

11             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

12             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we could just

13 go -- let's go to page 5, shall we, and it says --

14 in the "Roles and Responsibilities", it says:

15                  "The MOHLTC leads the

16             Government of Ontario's response to

17             an influenza pandemic through health

18             system coordination and direction.

19             Within the MOHLTC's emergency

20             response structure, there are many

21             individuals and groups who provide

22             operational and/or strategic

23             direction to guide the response.

24             For example, the Chief Medical

25             Officer of Health has legislated
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 1             responsibilities under the Health

 2             Protection and Promotion Act and is

 3             the MOHLTC's Executive Lead during

 4             the response to an influenza

 5             pandemic.  This means that the CMOH

 6             provides strategic leadership for

 7             the MOHLTC's response."

 8             Do you see that?

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

10             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And that would apply

11 to any pandemic, would it not, or would it only

12 apply to influenza that the Chief Medical Officer

13 of Health would have that role?

14             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that is

15 correct.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So could we just

17 say -- this is a live document, I think.  Michael,

18 maybe you could push on the "Chief Medical Officer

19 of Health" and see what shows up.  So there you go.

20 That links -- this is a hot button document in some

21 respects.  I am going to tell you it is not a

22 complete hot button document.  That one gets us to

23 a picture of Mr. Williams.

24             We'll go on and show you a little more

25 later.
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 1             And then if we can go to page 7, and

 2 this says -- and if you could blow it up, Michael,

 3 so people could see it a little better, if that is

 4 possible.  It talks about "Roles and

 5 Responsibilities", and it says "MOHLTC (through the

 6 Ministry Emergency Operations Centre)", and that is

 7 MEOC, which we will talk about in a minute.

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 9             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I am just going to

10 touch one or two things.  It says:

11                  "Develop and issue directives,

12             orders and requests as per the HPPA,

13             Long-Term Care Homes Act and other

14             relevant provincial legislation."

15             Do you see that?

16             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So I take it on the

18 preparedness side, they are supposed to not just

19 have regard to the HPPA, but also the powers in the

20 Long-Term Care Homes Act?

21             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.  We would --

22 generally we would be prepared to issue guidance or

23 direction -- or support the production of guidance

24 and direction to the system according to, you know,

25 various pieces of legislation.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  And then if --

 2 but, I mean, particularly the Long-Term Care Act is

 3 what I am saying.  That is all part of the planning

 4 process, the Long-Term Care Act is in that

 5 document?

 6             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  Okay.  Let's

 8 go to the next page, and this is "Public Health

 9 Ontario".

10             CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it:

12                  "Support the MOHLTC to use

13             surveillance information to

14             determine severity.

15                  Lead and coordinate the

16             provincial surveillance strategy.

17                  Coordinate and provide

18             provincial influenza laboratory

19             testing.

20                  Provide scientific and technical

21             advice to the MOHLTC (e.g., advice

22             on infection prevention and control

23             measures).

24                 Generate knowledge translation

25             tools and offer training
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 1             opportunities to supplement the

 2             MOHLTC's recommendations, directives

 3             and response strategies."

 4             So they are basically the science guys

 5 who are supposed to give the advice and run the

 6 labs?

 7             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can go to

 9 page 10.  So this -- the objective of this

10 document -- and this is the "Introduction" and

11 deals -- obviously when we get there, will take us

12 through the chapters -- show us the chapters at

13 least.  It says:

14                  "Ontario's influenza pandemic

15             response objectives.

16                  The objectives of the MOHLTC's

17             response to an influenza pandemic

18             are consistent with those in the

19             CPIP."

20             Which is a federal response; correct?

21             CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.

22             JOHN CALLAGHAN:

23                  "- first, to minimize serious

24             illness and overall deaths through

25             appropriate management of Ontario's
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 1             health system.

 2                 - second, to minimize societal

 3             disruption in Ontario as a result of

 4             an influenza pandemic."

 5             Those are the objectives; correct?

 6             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And then

 8 if you go to the next page:

 9                  "The MOHLTC uses scientific and

10             technical evidence to inform

11             decision-making, including evidence

12             on the risk posed by the pandemic.

13             The MOHLTC partners closely" - and I

14             think it should say "work closely" -

15             "with PHO to obtain, understand and

16             communicate the evidence."

17             So it is fair to say that the response

18 the Province of Ontario was looking for when the

19 Ministry of Health is leading it is a scientific

20 response?

21             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes,

22 evidence-informed.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, right.  So we

24 are not -- was an evidence-based decision.  It is

25 not a decision based on something other than
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 1 evidence; that is the intent, right?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think evidence is

 3 certainly one of the lenses that would be

 4 considered in decision-making.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  Okay.  Now

 6 it says "Precautionary principle":

 7                  "The MOHLTC does not await

 8             scientific certainty before taking

 9             action to protect health.  For

10             example, the MOHLTC considers the

11             precautionary principle when

12             developing recommendations and

13             directives related to OHS & IPAC

14             measures, especially during the

15             early stages of an influenza

16             pandemic when scientific evidence on

17             the severity of the novel virus is

18             limited."

19             So the precautionary principle, which

20 was discussed by Justice Campbell, informs, I take

21 it, more than occupational health and safety.  It

22 informs IPAC measures, particularly in advance of

23 scientific certainty; correct?

24             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

25             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then "Health
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 1 Equity" at the bottom:

 2                  "The MOHLTC considers the needs

 3             of vulnerable populations when

 4             developing response and recovery

 5             measures.

 6                 To accomplish this, the MOHLTC

 7             may use the Health Equity Impact

 8             Assessment, a decision support tool

 9             developed by the ministry to

10             identify how a health program,

11             service or policy impacts population

12             groups in different ways."

13             I take it that the principle is, you

14 know, the decisions are made in an equitable

15 fashion such as we wouldn't have something like

16 agism; correct?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So let's go to the

19 "Assumptions":  In 2013, the "Origin and Timing" --

20             MICHAEL FINLEY:  Sorry, John, are we --

21 oh, I see.  We are on page 12, I apologize.

22             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Yes, sir.

23                  "The next pandemic could emerge

24             anywhere in the world - including in

25             Ontario.
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 1                 The next pandemic could emerge at

 2             any time of year.

 3                 Ontario has little lead time

 4             between when a pandemic virus is

 5             first identified and when it arrives

 6             in the province."

 7             Are those assumptions ones you worked

 8 with throughout?

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

10             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Now here is one you

11 said:

12                  "The pandemic virus behaves

13             like seasonal influenza viruses in

14             significant ways, including the

15             incubation period, period of

16             communicability and methods of

17             transmission.

18                  The pandemic strain is primarily

19             community spread; that is, it is

20             transmitted from person-to-person in

21             the community as well as in

22             institutional settings."

23             So I take it on the first one, was --

24 the seasonal influenza virus you were planning for

25 wasn't the same as the coronavirus?  Like this is
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 1 2013, right?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I take it when you

 4 take us through the work you were doing on Ready

 5 and Resilient, it was recognizing that there could

 6 be other types of diseases and viruses, right?

 7             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  But there was

 9 still obviously the concern that there may be

10 community spread.  That was one of the assumptions

11 that you would work with, right?

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if you go --

14 over to the next page, Michael, so:

15                  "Pandemic Epidemiology.

16                 An influenza pandemic consists of

17             two or more waves - or intense

18             periods - of viral transmission.

19                  The novel influenza virus

20             displaces other circulating seasonal

21             strains during the pandemic."

22             So you guys were well aware that there

23 could be two or more waves -- well, we were in two

24 waves, but that was known as one of the

25 possibilities when you did your assumptions, right?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 2             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And the idea that it

 3 would displace the seasonal influenza -- which I

 4 don't know whether that actually happened.  I think

 5 more people got inoculated, but that was an

 6 assumption that you may not have to deal with

 7 influenza; is that what that means?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that is what

 9 that is intended to mean, yes.

10             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And then

11 "Clinical Features":

12                  "As with seasonal influenza,

13             the severity of the pandemic cannot

14             be predicted, may be partially

15             determined by the effectiveness of

16             interventions such as treatment with

17             antivirals and is not easily

18             determinable at the start of an

19             outbreak."

20             So I take it when you are planning for

21 these, it is quite well-known that your regular

22 treatment may not be effective.  It just wasn't

23 predictable; correct?

24             CLINT SHINGLER:  Can you say that

25 again?
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, I am trying to

 2 understand this.  Sorry, I am moving quickly

 3 because I know you have got lots to cover.

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  That is okay.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  It says that the

 6 severity of the pandemic cannot be predicted.  It

 7 may be partially determined by the effectiveness of

 8 interventions such as treatment.

 9             So it was unknown as to how severe any

10 pandemic would be.  This is influenza, but that

11 would apply to any pandemic; correct?  The severity

12 you don't know?

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that -- yes,

14 that is fair, yeah.

15             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, and I think --

16 and I am putting this up because I think when you

17 get to talk about the policy work you did, that was

18 one of the issues with respect to the wider issue

19 of viruses beyond influenza; correct?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, and that the

22 effectiveness of interventions, you know, that was

23 unknown too.

24             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

25             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And the next line
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 1 talks about -- I'll just quickly go through this --

 2 the severity would depend on the individual.  So it

 3 was known that -- when you were preparing this, you

 4 were aware that different groups may be affected

 5 differently, like we talked about the very young or

 6 the very old, right?

 7             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then at the

 9 bottom, it says:

10                  "Vulnerable populations that

11             typically experience a

12             disproportionate burden of negative

13             health outcomes, or are more

14             vulnerable to these outcomes,

15             because of the effects of the social

16             determinants of health are more

17             severely affected by the pandemic

18             [...]"

19             So people with co-morbidities, such as

20 in long-term care, it would be predictable that

21 they would be more affected, right?

22             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, depending on the

23 nature of the virus.

24             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, but as we have

25 just talked about, when you are preparing for this,
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 1 it can't possibly be known, right?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So I just want to look

 4 at the glossary of terms because this document at

 5 the front referred to the fact that it is supposed

 6 to be used by employers and employees of long-term

 7 care we went through, but there is one thing about

 8 this document I just want to point out.

 9             If we could go to page 20, Michael.

10 You have a list of glossary terms, and I just want

11 to make sure -- if you go to page 20.  Okay.  So

12 I'll just pick one, and you could pick a number of

13 them.  "Cohorting", which is an issue we are

14 dealing with when we look at long-term care people.

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Uhm-hmm.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it gives a

17 definition:

18                  "The assignment of a geographic

19             area such as a room or a care area

20             to two or more clients/patients

21             [...]"

22             And it goes on, and then it says a

23 source.  And if you push on this source -- if this

24 works the way it worked for me today, like it can't

25 be reached.
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 1             Has this -- we saw that you, you know,

 2 we could get Mr. Williams' picture, but information

 3 about cohorting, you can't.  Was this document ever

 4 updated?

 5             CLINT SHINGLER:  The document -- yes,

 6 but the document that it is linking to is -- it is

 7 called "Routine Practices and Additional

 8 Precautions in All Health Care Settings".  It is a

 9 Public Health document on Public Health Ontario's

10 website, and it is a quite well established

11 document that really drives routine IPAC and

12 occupational health and safety.

13             So it does -- it can still be found on

14 Public Health Ontario's website, and it is promoted

15 routinely, including during seasonal flu --

16 seasonal influenza planning.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So while I was trying

18 to illustrate that, and -- sorry, I think I had

19 some feedback.

20             I take it then it is fair to say,

21 though, if some were looking online -- because we

22 talked about this being what is available for a

23 pandemic plan -- you couldn't link to it, but it is

24 available in the Public Health Ontario website; is

25 that what I am to understand?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 2             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  So now we

 3 are on the MERP.  I think we are at page 6 now,

 4 unless you have got more to say about the Pandemic

 5 Influenza Plan?

 6             CLINT SHINGLER:  So the MERP, the

 7 Ministry's Emergency Response Plan, generally

 8 provides information about -- so it is a general

 9 emergency response plan and provides information

10 about how the Ministry of Health and the Ministry

11 of Long-Term Care would lead or support the

12 response to an emergency through health system

13 coordination and direction.

14             This plan is -- I think it is more of

15 an internal focus and on the coordination of the

16 system and serves as a bit more of a backbone of

17 some of the other plans, like the Ontario Health

18 Plan that we just reviewed.

19             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So let's take a

20 quick look at that, at document number 4, and while

21 we are pulling that up, Mr. Shingler, I take it

22 this is how the government anticipates to operate

23 when there is an emergency, right?  This is how the

24 Ministry of Health plans to operate?

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  The Ministry, yes.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can just go

 2 to page 16.  So if you can blow that up, please,

 3 Michael, so somebody over the age of 40 can see it.

 4 All right.  It says:

 5                  "The decision to move to

 6             Activation Status is generally made

 7             by the Director of EMB, Executive

 8             Lead or at the request of the Chief

 9             Medical Officer of Health."

10             So is that -- to activate this plan,

11 those people have the authority to do so, including

12 the Chief Medical Officer of Health?

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  To activate the

14 Ministry's Emergency Operations Centre and the

15 emergency response, yes.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So was that done in

17 this case?  Was that done, and if so, when would it

18 have been done?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  It was done in this

20 case.  I think the exact date would have been more

21 around the time of our first -- of our initial

22 case.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Which ironically was a

24 year ago today, January 25th.

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  But that really -- it
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 1 is really an outward signal of activation.

 2 Obviously, there would have been a lot of activity

 3 in the emergency management structure leading up to

 4 that.  So it doesn't -- I think what I want to try

 5 and explain is that there is still a lot happening

 6 internally before that activation is decided and a

 7 lot of communication prior to that time as well.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And just

 9 to put it in sequence, I mean, this is some month

10 and a half, at least, before the provincial

11 emergency was --

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  -- initiated in the

14 middle of March, right?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can just go

17 to page 18.  So this is the "Ministry Emergency

18 Response Structure", and it says:

19                  "The following sections outline

20             the structure by which decisions are

21             made, documented and carried out

22             during the response to an emergency.

23             The structures and processes

24             outlined in the following sections

25             apply when the Ministry of Health
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 1             and Long-Term Care emergency

 2             response status is at Activation

 3             Status; however, components of these

 4             structures can be used to support

 5             the MOHLTC response to an emerging,

 6             critical health issue."

 7             Okay?  And then it says:

 8                  "Decision makers are

 9             responsible for ensuring that the

10             processes they use and decisions

11             that they make are based on

12             evidence, legislation, the

13             precautionary principle, Ontario

14             Public Service values, health equity

15             and the MOHLTC's Emergency

16             Communication Principles."

17             Okay?

18             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

19             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So this is the

20 response structure, and I am going to go through

21 it, just so I understand it.  So this would have

22 been in place at least -- maybe throughout, but it

23 would have been in place from the date of the

24 activation in late January right to the end, or

25 would it be until the provincial emergency is
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 1 called in March, or does it evolve as we bring in

 2 McKinsey and all those other people?

 3             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think this is the

 4 backbone of how we started responding, and it

 5 certainly evolved from there as the situation

 6 escalated.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So it evolved as in

 8 changed?

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  Evolved as in changed,

10 yes.

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So it says:

12                  "Political/Bureaucratic

13             Leadership.

14                 The Ministry Action Group may

15             receive direction from political or

16             bureaucratic leadership, including

17             the Premier, the Minister of Health

18             and Long-Term Care, the Deputy

19             Minister and the Cabinet Committee

20             on Emergency Management."

21             And later in this document, you

22 describe what the MAG is, but I wonder, if you go

23 to -- if you turn over to the next page, Michael,

24 and it says -- if you could blow that up, please,

25 Michael:
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 1                  "Membership of the MAG is

 2             established by the DM as the

 3             emergency response requires.  The

 4             MAG always includes:"

 5             And it goes through a number of people,

 6 including the Chief Medical Officer of Health and

 7 the Executive Lead.

 8             So if you go back to page 18, Michael,

 9 and it says:

10                  "The MAG may provide executive

11             leadership for the MOHLTC's

12             emergency response during Activation

13             Status [...]"

14             And then it goes below that:

15                  "The MAG provides strategic

16             direction to the Executive Lead and

17             Ministry Emergency Operations Centre

18             Command with respect to the

19             response.  It is activated and

20             chaired by the DM.  The MAG may also

21             provide strategic advice to the

22             minister on the use of his/her

23             emergency powers under the Health

24             Protection and Promotion Act or to

25             the Lieutenant Governor in Council
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 1             or Premier with its recommendation

 2             on the declaration of a provincial

 3             emergency."

 4             So am I to understand from all that

 5 that the MAG exists independent of emergencies or

 6 is it only brought in to existence after an

 7 activation?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think we have had

 9 many different permutations of when a MAG exists or

10 doesn't exist in different kinds of incidents and

11 crises.

12             So there have been times without an

13 emergency declaration where the MAG has functioned

14 and times where it hasn't, and so it does depend on

15 the nature of the event and the circumstances.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So there isn't a

17 standing MAG, as it were?  The MAGs are

18 event-specific?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we just go over

21 to page 20, it says:

22                  "An Executive Lead may lead the

23             MOHLTC's response to an emergency,

24             particularly when the MOHLTC is the

25             lead ministry.  The CMOH typically
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 1             plays this role for emergencies that

 2             fall under the MOHLTC's Order in

 3             Council responsibility of 'human

 4             health, disease and epidemics'

 5             [...].  Alternatively, the DM may

 6             choose to assign senior leadership

 7             of the emergency response to the ADM

 8             of a relevant division, depending on

 9             the nature of the emergency."

10             And it goes on to say:

11                  "The Executive Lead:

12                 - provides input into the

13             response objectives and strategies

14             of the IAP, if MAG is not

15             established [...]

16                  - oversees the work of MEOC

17             Command.

18                  - briefs senior government

19             leadership to provide situational

20             and operational updates [...]

21                 - participates on the MAG [...]

22                 - approves published messaging

23             [...]

24                 - functions as one of the

25             MOHLTC's spokespersons."
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 1             In this emergency, was the Chief

 2 Medical Officer of Health designated the Executive

 3 Lead?

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  It evolved -- yes, it

 5 evolved with him -- as him being the Executive Lead

 6 initially and continued on from there.  So it

 7 certainly, yes, started that way and carried on as

 8 the structure evolved.

 9             But he would have been the general, you

10 know, Executive Lead, given his powers and given

11 the nature of this particular emergency, which was

12 a pandemic.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But I mean, when you

14 say "evolved", I take it like -- is it evolve or

15 devolve, because I see that when we get down to the

16 charts, it seems to be -- it is less the focus

17 point than, say, the Deputy Minister; is that fair

18 to say?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that is fair

20 to say, that, you know, we expanded the structure,

21 you know, well beyond.

22             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  If we go over,

23 there is a discussion about the Chief Medical

24 Officer of Health at page 21, and just to be clear,

25 it says:
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 1                  "In addition to being the

 2             MOHLTC's Executive Lead for

 3             emergencies that fall under the

 4             MOHLTC's OIC responsibility for

 5             'human health, disease and

 6             epidemics' and PHU emergency

 7             responses, the CMOH has a number of

 8             legislated powers under the HPPA

 9             that pertain to emergency management

10             that can be used when required

11             [...]"

12             And then they list them.

13             So if he is the Executive Lead, he

14 still has -- and it is never taken away from him --

15 his legislative powers under the HPPA; correct?

16             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it says:

18                  "The CMOH may also play one or

19             more of the following roles during

20             the response to an emergency:

21                 - directs PHO to provide

22             technical and operational support to

23             any person or entity in an emergency

24             or outbreak situation [...]"

25             Is that a role he played, or is that a
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 1 role that PHO, Ontario Health, did on their own?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it is a role

 3 that PHO really plays on their own in support of us

 4 generally, and that has been operationalized

 5 through a number of different responses over the

 6 years.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  And then there

 8 is the "Executive Lead Advisory Group" and:

 9                  "The Executive Lead may choose

10             to invite technical specialists

11             (scientific, legal, policy [...]) to

12             participate on an Advisory Group to

13             support his/her decision making

14             process."

15             And I know you were an advisor to the

16 Chief Medical Officer of Health.  So was there an

17 Executive Lead advisory group in this instance to

18 the Chief Medical Officer of Health when -- well,

19 while he was Executive Lead?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think Public Health

21 Ontario was considered certainly advisory in that

22 sense and a lot of the advisory was incorporated

23 into the Command Table structure, and, you know,

24 with subsequent evolutions, you know, for example,

25 would have included the bioethicist group, the
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 1 science table, the data -- you know, the data

 2 experts and so on from there.

 3             So it wasn't -- it didn't take that

 4 specific form as spelled out in the plan but

 5 evolved into the structure that we had for this

 6 pandemic.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And so if

 8 we can go to page 23, and I am going to steal a

 9 little of your thunder later, but just while we

10 have got it -- while we just explain that.  I know

11 you are going to explain this chart a little later,

12 but just because we went through that and the

13 Commissioners will have it in their head at the

14 moment, you have a MEOC command.  So that is the

15 operational side, right?

16             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  That is who carrying

18 it out?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And to the left -- I

21 don't know if Michael -- there you go.  The

22 Executive Lead.  So that would have -- and the

23 Chief Medical Officer of Health or such other

24 person identified as Executive Lead; correct?

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then they would

 2 deal with the Ministry action group, and then if it

 3 would go up to the political leadership; correct?

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So it was a relatively

 6 flat structure that was contemplated; fair enough?

 7             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And just to be clear,

 9 this plan does not change the powers that

10 individuals have; correct?  Like the Chief Medical

11 Officer of Health still has his legislative powers;

12 correct?

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

14             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it is anticipated

15 that the Minister would still have his or her

16 power?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And Cabinet would

19 still have its power?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  I am sorry

22 to take that time, but I think it is important that

23 the Commissioners get to see the structure, and

24 then we can move on.

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.  So then the
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 1 next slide is slide 7, and this gets into the next

 2 iteration of planning that we embarked on with

 3 respect to infectious diseases.  This planning

 4 is -- the acronym is EIRD.  It stands for Emerging

 5 Infectious Respiratory Disease, and it outlines the

 6 health system's initial response actions to confirm

 7 a human case of a novel infectious respiratory

 8 disease.

 9             And the genesis of this work started in

10 2012, 2013, when the MERS, also a coronavirus,

11 started to emerge.  Part of this planning included

12 a road map for health care organizations.  It

13 spelled out how it would issue guidance based on

14 the emerging epidemiology and science of a novel

15 virus, working with Public Health Ontario, and how

16 we would notify the health care system of a novel

17 virus.

18             And so generally this broadened

19 planning -- started to broaden planning beyond

20 influenza, really dealing with the vigilance around

21 an emerging virus elsewhere and, you know, the

22 vigilance for the potential of importation and

23 containing the importation of a first case and how

24 we would address, you know, the first initial case

25 in Ontario.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So let me -- if I

 2 could just take up document 27.  Now, we have not

 3 heard about this document before.  When a

 4 presentation -- many of these documents you are

 5 about to go through were never discussed -- and you

 6 weren't here, so it is not your issue, but was

 7 never discussed in the preparatory session that was

 8 given to the Commissioners on September 8th.

 9             So they were told about the OHPIP.  If

10 you read -- I think it might be 26, Michael.  If

11 you read the Auditor General's report, she doesn't

12 mention any of this.

13             And I have got to tell you, we had a

14 hard time finding it, and we find no mention of it

15 as a document referred to in our database as

16 something people talk about.  Like I am assuming

17 this document is there, but when I went, as I did,

18 and put "emerging infectious diseases" in the

19 database of, you know, the documents the government

20 provided, I don't see anybody talking about this

21 document.

22             Is this an inside government document

23 that only a few people dealt with, or was this

24 widely known?  Because so far this is the first

25 time we have heard about it.
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  The document itself --

 2 that document itself would have been more of an

 3 internal document.  However, a lot of the products

 4 of the planning, the guidance documents for MERS,

 5 which are also on this list, some of the roadmaps

 6 that you described and some of the webinars that,

 7 you know, were generated from this planning would

 8 have been communicated out to the system.

 9             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  Well, I can

10 tell you I would appreciate the government showing

11 me where it was communicated -- this document was

12 communicated out to the system, because if you read

13 the Introduction -- if we go to the "Introduction",

14 Michael -- it says right on it, right there at the

15 bottom above "Assumptions":

16                  "The Chief Medical Officer of

17             Health will notify health care

18             providers and organizations when to

19             use this document [...]"

20             And sorry, maybe it is there, and

21 perhaps you might show it to me, I haven't seen any

22 notification to the health care workers or health

23 care providers and organizations that this document

24 was to apply.  Do you know if an announcement went

25 out that this document was to apply?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  No, as I said, this

 2 document was more internal.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, and in this

 4 document, it covers -- it seems to me, anyway, it

 5 covers many of the same topic areas that the OHPIP,

 6 which is -- you know, I think we saw was seven

 7 volumes or six volumes, but it covers many of the

 8 things like laboratory testing, notifications,

 9 Public Health Units.

10             Like is it duplicative of that?  Is it

11 additive of that?  Is it different than that?  Like

12 we got documents talking about the same thing.  I

13 am just trying to understand, if someone looks at

14 it, which document takes precedence?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Over the flu plan, I

16 would consider this additive or different.  It

17 was -- it covers similar ground insofar as it is

18 infectious disease based, but really trying to

19 break out more of the initial emergence of a virus

20 and more detail on that aspect.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  All right.  And

22 then the next part of this, unless you have more to

23 say about that?

24             CLINT SHINGLER:  The next -- oh, the

25 next slide?
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Yes.  And I think, as

 2 I understand it, you are going to talk about the

 3 Ebola Step-Down Plan.

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then you are going

 6 to talk about Ready and Resilient, and I take it

 7 they kind of flow together, and when you describe

 8 it, you may want to describe how that works.

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.  So in 2016, on

10 slide 8 -- between 2014 and 2016, the health sector

11 responded to the potential of an importation of

12 Ebola Virus Disease, so a different virus

13 altogether, not in the respiratory family but a

14 viral hemorrhagic fever.

15             And it necessitated different planning,

16 and at the time, a number of, you know, guidance

17 directives were also issued specifically for that

18 virus and a number of different planning parameters

19 or planning activities were launched.

20             This document here is -- was the

21 step-down plan.  So it was intended to wind down

22 the health systems response to Ebola.  So it tended

23 to address some of the lessons learned from that

24 experience into this particular document.

25             So it served to rescind the sort of
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 1 directives and guidance that was in place at the

 2 time and instill some baseline expectations for

 3 infectious diseases.

 4             From this plan -- zooming into the last

 5 bullet on the slide, from this plan, we -- you

 6 know, there was an understanding that a more

 7 flexible and resilient health system and need for

 8 planning was needed to deal with sort of a broader

 9 spectrum of infectious disease threats.

10             And so the need for that baseline, as

11 recognized in this plan, resulted in the creation

12 of the Ministry's Ready and Resilient Health System

13 Policy framework.  So the planning for that started

14 in 2016.

15             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And that is the next

16 slide, right?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  That is the next

18 slide.

19             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So we'll take them

20 both -- I'll ask you questions both together to

21 show the documents.

22             CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.  So the Ready

23 and Resilient Health System, this was a paper that

24 was put out in 2018.  The framework is intended to

25 address health system readiness to respond to
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 1 complex disruptions on a hazard sector or

 2 activity-specific basis, remedy the patchwork of

 3 fragmented approaches that have limited the health

 4 system's ability to minimize and respond to

 5 disruptions and bring together some of these

 6 fragmented elements of planning towards a more

 7 sustainable approach.

 8             So the Ready and Resilient Health

 9 System was intended to sustain core capacities and

10 resources within the health system, enable high

11 quality performance during periods of stress, and

12 to seek out and integrate learning and growth

13 across the health system.

14             So in terms of hazard-specific

15 planning, you know, planning for each hazard and

16 incident individually, recognizing as not being

17 sustainable given the increasing diversity of

18 hazards, and since every hazard -- and not just

19 infectious disease but every hazard has the

20 potential to affect the health of Ontarians and

21 impact the health system, and it wanted to see

22 readiness activities really take place at all

23 times, before, during, and post-disruption.

24             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I am going to take

25 you through the documents, but it is fair to say
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 1 that as a policy person, you spent a great deal of

 2 time trying to make this a reality; correct?

 3             CLINT SHINGLER:  We spent a great deal

 4 of time trying to -- yes, we spent a great deal of

 5 time trying to define this as a goal, as a vision

 6 of where we wanted to take the work.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, and I am saying

 8 that that work is not yet done as we come to, but I

 9 just want the Commissioners to understand that you

10 devoted a great deal of time to this particular

11 effort?

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  From what I can tell.

14             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

15             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If we can go -- let's

16 just take a look at the 2016 Ebola Step-Down Plan.

17 I'll say this as well -- and I keep on repeating

18 myself, and you keep responding saying -- number 6,

19 please.  You keep on responding saying it was

20 internal, but a hard time finding it.  I think I

21 find 32 hits regarding Ebola in the database, and

22 it is pretty hard to find the Ebola plan on the

23 internet.  You can find it.  And it -- maybe,

24 Michael, you can do that.  Let's go and check it

25 out because there is something I want to ask you
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 1 about, and it may not be there is anything you can

 2 tell me about it, but let me just get this.

 3             So if you go on to the Ministry website

 4 with Ebola.  Let's just put "Ebola" in there, and

 5 we are on the website now.  All right?  And then I

 6 think you push the first one, Michael.  I think

 7 that is what we did when we did this -- when I

 8 looked at it this morning.  All right.  So this is

 9 what the website says, okay?  This is the right

10 website, right, Ontario's Ebola Readiness; do you

11 see that?

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And, Michael, if you

14 can blow it up a little bit so people can read it.

15 I am reading the line that says:

16                  "After a large outbreak in West

17             Africa in 2014, Ontario released a

18             document to rescind the heightened

19             precautions instituted at the time

20             to establish baseline requirements

21             for future infectious disease

22             threats."

23             So this is the document to which you

24 refer.  When you push the word "document", which is

25 the hot button, okay, and it says -- then you can
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 1 go down, and you can download the plan there.  We

 2 won't download it.  We will take a look at it in a

 3 second, but if you go back up, it says the document

 4 was published under a previous government.

 5             CLINT SHINGLER:  Uhm-hmm.

 6             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Like, if this is a

 7 document people are supposed to have regard to,

 8 does that not dissuade them from looking at it?

 9 Like why is that there?  I mean, you may not know.

10 It may be some other Ministry's responsibility.

11             CLINT SHINGLER:  My understanding is

12 that that is not specific to our component of the

13 website, but that expectation was put across, you

14 know, on the website more broadly for a document

15 that was released under a previous government.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But as an emergency

17 preparedness expert, is this not, like, the wrong

18 message?  It is as if it is not a current document.

19 Does that not cause you concern as an emergency

20 preparedness expert?

21             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it is -- I

22 don't think it is a concern so much as, you know,

23 the content is still there.

24             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  Well, I won't

25 bore you with it.  We had the same problem when we
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 1 tried to find Dr. Walker's report, and you couldn't

 2 even get to it.  But this one you can get to.

 3             But why don't we -- we won't get to it

 4 right now.  It is document 6.  So this is the

 5 document, right, Mr. Shingler?

 6             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And if we

 8 can go to page 10, so just so I break this down for

 9 the Commissioners, the Ebola virus happened.  There

10 were directions given by the Chief Medical Officer

11 of Health, and at the end of it, there was a

12 consideration that you need to move to what you

13 called a readiness and preparedness -- or Ready and

14 Resilient Plan, right?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  So if we

17 can go to page 10.  Blow that up, please, Michael.

18 And it says in the first -- that paragraph after

19 the first one:

20                  "The adoption of the Chief

21             Medical Officer of Health Ebola

22             virus disease directives established

23             a new baseline for health system

24             readiness and preparedness.  While

25             the outbreak in West Africa has
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 1             ended, it is important that the

 2             lessons learned over the past few

 3             years are not forgotten.  To that

 4             end, this plan sets out requirements

 5             for a baseline of health system

 6             readiness and will enable HWCs and

 7             organizations to prepare for and

 8             effectively manage and respond to

 9             future infectious disease threats

10             through an integrated and resilient

11             process."

12             And it says:

13                  "This plan represents the first

14             phase of this process and comprises

15             three key parts:"

16             And then it lists them.

17             But this is the first phase, right?

18 This is not a final document; correct?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  This was a final

20 document that was communicated to the health system

21 at the time.  It was intended to be the launching

22 point of a broader process, of a broader policy

23 process.

24             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But I take it the

25 broader policy process was to end up with a
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 1 comprehensive plan; correct?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  And not just a plan

 5 but a broader program and really governance over

 6 all manner of health threats.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So if we go to

 8 page 13, and it says, just above the quote there,

 9 the bubble there:

10                  "The Ministry of Health and

11             Long-Term Care has developed this

12             plan, Building a Ready and Resilient

13             Health System, to help enable the

14             systems, structures, skills and

15             culture to maintain readiness and to

16             protect health care workers and all

17             Ontarians.  This plan is for

18             hospitals, paramedic services,

19             primary care organizations and

20             public health units and identifies

21             baseline requirements for health

22             system readiness for infectious

23             disease threats in Ontario."

24             So am to understand long-term care

25 facilities would be a primary care organization?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  No, I don't think it

 2 was intended for inclusion as a primary health --

 3 as a primary care organization, but I think the

 4 ready and resilient planning was intended to be

 5 inclusive of the entire health system.

 6             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So whether they

 7 are included in that, but the end product where you

 8 were trying to get to would have impacts on that

 9 long-term care sector?

10             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So if I can go

12 to page 15.  So these are the three phases,

13 "Baseline Requirements", which is this document,

14 and you were working towards Phase 2 and 3,

15 "Strengthening Readiness and "Building Resilience",

16 right?

17             CLINT SHINGLER:  Conceptually, yes.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if you go

19 further on, I don't -- if you go to page 19, 20,

20 21, it talks about engineering controls -- I am not

21 going to take you through the details --

22 administrative controls, personal protective

23 equipment, education and training.  Now, all of

24 these things are also in the O HPIP we looked at

25 from 2013, correct, all these topic areas?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 2             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  PPE considerations in

 3 the OHPIP, training you can find, and education

 4 discussed in the OHPIP, administrative controls.

 5             So again, is this a duplicate of that,

 6 additive?  How is one to read these documents?

 7             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it could be

 8 interpreted as additive, and certainly whereas the

 9 OHPIP dealt with influenza specifically, this was

10 intended to broaden the -- you know, broaden the

11 planning for infectious diseases and cast a wider

12 net.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So eventually, if this

14 was adopted, you may well not need to have the

15 influenza plan because, for example, education and

16 training you'll be talking about general education

17 and training; correct?

18             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think not

19 necessarily, you know, ignoring the OHPIP or

20 replacing it, but really supplementing it.  I think

21 there is still tools from the Influenza Pandemic

22 Plan, you know, that we -- as I was about to

23 explain in the deck, that we used and drew on for

24 COVID.

25             So it is intended to be -- it is
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 1 intended to supplement or be additive, and the

 2 ready and resilient work that we were pursuing was

 3 intended to be broader but to still have a lot of

 4 the similar tools for infectious diseases that, you

 5 know, we would expect the health system to utilize

 6 or refer to.

 7             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  At page 22, we are

 8 talking about training, and they provide hands-on

 9 practice tests and drills.  Sorry, Michael.  There

10 you go.  Do you want to blow it up, please,

11 Michael, a little bit:

12                  "Provide hands-on practice

13             tests and drills for HWCs at

14             heightened risk of exposure.

15                 Include content on:

16                 - symptoms and mode of

17             transmission of infectious diseases.

18                 - use of routine practices and

19             additional precautions."

20             These things would also have been

21 covered in the HPIP, right?

22             CLINT SHINGLER:  In the OHPIP?

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  OHPIP, sorry.  Yeah,

24 my apologies.

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Generally, yes, but I
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 1 think there is some expansion in some of the

 2 material there that -- and the meaning is not

 3 specific to flu, but broader infectious diseases, a

 4 broader suite of infectious diseases.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  So if we

 6 could go to page 41.  Now, this may not apply

 7 because of what you said, so my question may not be

 8 germane given what you have said.  This is a

 9 "Primary Care Organizations Checklist:  Baseline

10 Requirements For Infectious Disease Threat

11 Readiness", and it goes through a number of things.

12 I have not seen this before, but was this, A,

13 rolled out, and B, if it was rolled out, was it

14 applicable to the long-term care community?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Well, the plan was

16 rolled out and posted and circulated at the time in

17 2016, but I don't think that Appendix particularly

18 applied to long-term care.  It was more for primary

19 care, like frontline positions.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, let me just then

21 take you to document 5.  This is a slide deck

22 August of 2016, which is a month after the plan

23 that you just looked at, and if you go to the third

24 page, and that sets the aspiration that the:

25                  "The Ministry wants to build a
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 1             ready and resilient health system

 2             [...]"

 3             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 4             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we could just

 5 go to slide 10, and this is a road map and

 6 timeline, and it goes from August 26th to December

 7 2016 -- August 2016 to December 2016.  It says

 8 "Final Policy Document".

 9             Did you expect to have phases 2 and 3

10 done, is that the original plan, by December of

11 2016?

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  No, that step-down

13 plan started us on the road to a policy process,

14 and so really -- that timeline is really to sort of

15 develop initial policy scoping materials but not to

16 take us to, you know, the Phase 2 or Phase 3 as

17 outlined in that plan.  But this was to really

18 define the problem, define the policy that we

19 wanted to proceed with.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So when did you expect

21 to have a new plan?  In August -- or pardon me,

22 July of 2016, the Minister announced that Phase 1

23 is, I take it, complete.  When were you supposed to

24 have a final plan, Phase 2 and 3 be done?  Did you

25 have a timeline for that?
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 1             CLINT SHINGLER:  Not a -- I don't think

 2 there was a particular timeline for a plan, but in

 3 terms of the policy, we were hoping to have that

 4 defined in 2016 and then start discussions in terms

 5 of how -- you know, the level of approval and, you

 6 know, would this, for example, go up to the

 7 Minister or go up to Cabinet, and then start to

 8 design the program.

 9             So the first step really -- and I think

10 Justine could sort of help supplement the answer

11 here if she wants, but, you know, this really

12 encompasses the policy process.

13             And then once the approval of the

14 policy would be there, then we would get into the

15 program design elements, which would include, you

16 know, what we would do with respect to plans.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So this continues, and

18 there is a government change sometime in 2018.

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  2018.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Was there an

21 understanding with the prior government as to how

22 this was to work, or was that yet to be determined

23 as well?

24             CLINT SHINGLER:  So that we developed

25 some of the initial policy products.  We did not
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 1 get -- I think the intention was to carry those

 2 forward and have those discussions.  Ultimately we

 3 took it to the policy product.  It didn't get any

 4 further than that before the change of government.

 5             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So let's just take a

 6 look at document 9.

 7             JUSTINE HARTLEY:  Sorry, John, could I

 8 just add a little bit to what Clint just said?

 9             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Yes, please go ahead,

10 Justine.  Sorry.

11             JUSTINE HARTLEY:  So the Ebola

12 Step-Down Plan was really our first step on our

13 journey to a ready and resilient health system, and

14 that plan did exist for those four types of

15 organizations that we have mentioned, so the

16 paramedic services, hospitals, Public Health and

17 primary care, and it was focussed on infectious

18 diseases.

19             After the release of that and as we

20 started to further evolve and develop that policy,

21 we expanded it to what we now call the Ready and

22 Resilient Health System, which is an all hazards

23 plan, which encompasses all organizations within

24 the health care system.

25             So that timeline that you were
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 1 referring to no longer applied because it was

 2 really just focussed on that first step of our

 3 policy process.

 4             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So you are now -- but

 5 the Ready and Resilient Health System, as it is, is

 6 yet to be approved; correct?  Like, we are still in

 7 the development stages, as I understand it, of the

 8 wider sector?

 9             JUSTINE HARTLEY:  Yes.

10             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Could we just go to --

12 this is an August 2018 slide deck, and just go to

13 page 3, and I know there are a number of slide

14 decks, and there are other ones that you may have

15 wanted me to take you to, but this is the one I

16 found.

17             So when you did your review, you found

18 issues with the current system; is that correct?

19 Like as you called "challenges for the health

20 system"?

21             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

22             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So there were

23 inconsistent levels of readiness across the system,

24 lack of strong networks to support readiness and

25 response, inconsistent awareness of risks, lack of
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 1 comprehensive resource management, and inconsistent

 2 approach to training.  Those were all -- and you

 3 describe them here, but those were all deficiencies

 4 of the system as they existed that required you to

 5 consider building a ready and resilient health

 6 system; right?

 7             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If you can go to the

 9 next page, 4, part of what you are doing is

10 recognizing, as you say here, the "Complexity,

11 Science and Integrated Systems Perspective":

12                  "This perspective recognizes

13             the deep and complex

14             interconnectedness among system

15             actors with each other and their

16             wider environments."

17             So you are recognizing that you have to

18 be a little more holistic as to how you approach

19 the health care system and infectious disease;

20 correct?

21             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct, but broader

22 than infectious diseases.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  This is the all-hazard

24 part, right?

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Can you describe that?

 2 That is number 2.

 3             CLINT SHINGLER:  Sure.  You know, in

 4 addition to infectious diseases, we had embarked on

 5 responses to a number of crises, the Syrian refugee

 6 resettlement, some significant drug shortages,

 7 regular flood and forest fire evacuations.

 8 Although, I think, this document is 2018,

 9 certainly -- by then, certainly the Toronto van

10 attack and the Danforth shooting may have occurred.

11             So all of -- the resilience was

12 intended to be more dynamic and applicable to a

13 wider range of threats.

14             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And if we

15 can go to page 5, just at the bottom, what you were

16 trying to do, and you are still trying to

17 accomplish, is provide -- and you set out about

18 five goals here.  One is to:

19                  "Develop a clear understanding

20             of roles and responsibilities for

21             readiness activities and establish

22             supporting processes, protocols, and

23             accountabilities."

24             That was one of the objectives?

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then another

 2 objective was to:

 3                  "Improve and enhance

 4             collaboration and trust among health

 5             workers, and health and non-health

 6             sector organizations."

 7             That was another objective?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 9             MICHAEL FINLEY:  Sorry, John, where are

10 we?

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right there.

12             MICHAEL FINLEY:  Thank you.

13             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  The third one is:

14                  "Strengthen the system's

15             ability to rapidly and continuously

16             detect, assess, and communicate risk

17             and opportunities."

18             Correct?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then the fourth

21 was to:

22                  "Ensure critical resources are

23             available to health workers within a

24             changing and evolving risk

25             environment."
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 1             Correct?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And Justine and

 4 Jessica explained to us about the new plan for a --

 5 for example, the stockpile would fit in there,

 6 right, in that one?

 7             CLINT SHINGLER:  Under number 4, yes.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And 5 was:

 9                  "Ensure access to the

10             information, education and training

11             that health workers need to fulfil

12             their roles within a changing and

13             evolving risk environment."

14             So that is the education component that

15 we saw earlier; correct?

16             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if we go to

18 document 20.  And maybe you can tell me.  I am not

19 exactly sure when this document was created, but it

20 refers to Minister Elliot, so I am assuming it was

21 after 2018.

22             Do you recognize when this document

23 would have been created?

24             CLINT SHINGLER:  It would have been in

25 2019, and I see the date is not on it, but it would
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 1 have been in 2019 as we were working to essentially

 2 update, repackage, and put this concept forward to

 3 this government.

 4             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And repackage insofar

 5 as they were planning other changes to the health

 6 system, and they had other priorities than the

 7 prior government?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.  A lot of the

 9 assumptions under the previous document had really

10 changed under the new government, the creation of

11 Ontario Health, Ontario Health Teams, some of the

12 modernization of other parts of the health system

13 and other health system processes.

14             And so that was -- a lot of the work in

15 2019 was to, you know, re-engineer that policy

16 proposal and bring it forward.

17             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can just go

18 to slide 3 at the bottom, and I think this is what

19 you were talking about, and it says:

20                  "Responses to recent

21             disruptions demonstrate that the

22             traditional hazard-specific approach

23             and risk-based planning do not

24             address the complex nature of

25             disruptions and their ability to
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 1             manifest unexpectedly.  This creates

 2             gaps and inefficiencies in the way

 3             we respond to disruptions, placing

 4             undue stress on vulnerable

 5             populations and communities and

 6             contributing to hallway health care

 7             in the province."

 8             So you were tying the current situation

 9 with, say, hallway health with the inefficiencies

10 and addressing disruptions; correct?

11             CLINT SHINGLER:  For that, yes.

12             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If we could go to the

13 next one, it says at the bottom there:

14                  "MOHLTC has not yet implemented

15             a formal, all-hazards EM framework

16             within the provincial health system

17             that guides and supports the

18             development of system readiness and

19             resilience, which would enable local

20             communities and service providers to

21             recover from disasters faster, build

22             back better and reduce future

23             vulnerability."

24             So that is what you are looking to get,

25 is an all-hazard emergency management framework,
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 1 right?

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we can just

 4 go -- so just on the timing of this, this is page

 5 8, and so this is -- you are doing a timeline from

 6 2006 but you are starting -- you have got some

 7 other highlights here, but one is Minister Elliott,

 8 her statement about the solution lies in system

 9 transformation.  So you are recognizing that the

10 political landscape may have changed somewhat and

11 that we have discussed, your planning; is that

12 correct?

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

14             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if you go to

15 page 11, this is what you are kind of trying to

16 achieve, right?  You are trying to -- and I am

17 going to do this really quickly because of timing,

18 but if you go -- on the far left box, you are

19 trying to clarify roles and responsibilities,

20 enhance formal accountability, linkages, and you

21 want to set provincial standards and objectives;

22 correct?

23             CLINT SHINGLER:  That's correct.

24             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And on the middle one,

25 you are wanting to enhance the integration so as to
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 1 eliminate inefficiencies; you want to modernize the

 2 programs through a digital platform; and you want

 3 to align with the procurement reform, and those are

 4 three that you want to deal with, correct?

 5             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 6             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And the procurement

 7 reform, I think Jessica mentioned that.  This is

 8 the centralization of purchasing, is it?

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  At the time of this

10 particular slide deck, yes, but it also was

11 intended to include, you know, supply chain reforms

12 and storage reforms that the government were

13 looking into.

14             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  And then you

15 are supporting the frontline worker regarding

16 knowledge acquisition, set of core competences,

17 integrated communication.  So the plan would then

18 work to make sure the frontline workers knew what

19 they were to do, I take it?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if you go to page

22 22, this is a slide deck which is entitled "Impact

23 on Health System and Ontarians At Maturity".  So

24 this is where you want to get to; correct?

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I won't read it

 2 all, but it talks about ongoing provincial

 3 assessments.  It refers to faster mitigation and

 4 response to activities, making sure that you are

 5 better able to fulfil their role and all that.

 6 Right?  So this is where -- that is where you are

 7 trying to work to.

 8             And I take it -- and I think

 9 somewhere -- and I am not sure if it is in here or

10 not, but your progress in that regard has been

11 stalled somewhat because of the pandemic, is that

12 fair to say, because you had the --

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

14             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And is it

15 anticipated that this new structure will be picked

16 up after the pandemic, or do you not -- I recognize

17 that might be a higher grade question, but what is

18 your understanding?

19             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it is my hope

20 that it would, that we would carry on with that,

21 but with the benefit of obviously, you know, a

22 thorough review of how -- of the response to the

23 pandemic and have that inform, you know, a future

24 iteration of this particular product.

25             I think a lot of what has happened in
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 1 COVID-19 already in some ways represents where --

 2 how we wanted to adapt to this work.  You know,

 3 Ontario Health, for example, is up and running and

 4 performing emergency management functions.  You

 5 know, supplies and equipment are already flowing in

 6 a certain way.

 7             So there is a lot already in progress

 8 that this policy was looking to create, and so

 9 really looking at the state of things after COVID

10 and then using that to inform this would be ideal.

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  Let's go back

12 to the slide deck.  I think we have probably

13 covered up to slide 11.  Let me know if I have

14 missed anything.

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  Uhm-hmm.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And you note here

17 that -- I mean, the plans did not undergo a formal

18 or planned review every year, but you were in the

19 midst of doing all this work; correct?

20             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yeah.  So we did miss

21 slide 10, but I would just very quickly indicate

22 that this guidance product for MERS in particular

23 came out of the EIRD planning that we had spoken to

24 before, and a lot of the initial guidance in COVID

25 would have been modelled after our MERS experience.
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 1             And so this was a regularly updated and

 2 communicated guidance product to the system.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, that is

 4 interesting, because we put in the phrase "MERS

 5 coronavirus guidance", and got two hits of 130,000

 6 documents we have been provided.  So was this an

 7 internal document?  Like who was it provided to?

 8             CLINT SHINGLER:  No, it was issued to

 9 health system partners.  It would be communicated

10 through memos from the Chief Medical Officer of

11 Health or emails from our branch, and often --

12 perhaps not annually, but often annually we would

13 issue that in advance of the Hajj, obviously, which

14 is an annual event, but that is -- but MERS

15 circulating predominantly in the Middle East is

16 when we would issue that guidance and remind the

17 health system of that particular threat.

18             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So would it have been

19 sent out -- that guidance document been sent out in

20 the period January to June of last year?  Do you

21 know?

22             CLINT SHINGLER:  Not of 2020, no.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Oh, I see.  So that is

24 why -- okay.  Sorry.  So you and I are talking

25 about different time frames.  So that document
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 1 would not have been circulated during COVID.

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  No.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But it is circulated

 4 at other times.  Okay.

 5             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, but it is here

 6 as, again, one of the planning resources that was

 7 drawn on for COVID.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  Okay.

 9             CLINT SHINGLER:  And so then into slide

10 11, so correct in what you are saying is that, you

11 know, these documents that we have gone through,

12 you know, did not undergo, like, a line-by-line

13 review of every year, and as you sort of trace the

14 history of this, as we experienced different

15 emerging infectious disease threats, recognizing

16 that the OHPIP did not apply to all of these

17 threats, you know, we adapted our response,

18 undertook these new arms of planning tailored to

19 these specific threats and to address other aspects

20 not covered.

21             This process allowed us to really

22 expand our general readiness more for infectious

23 diseases, and I think I note in here as well that

24 there was a continued annual seasonal influenza

25 planning process.  So there was an annual process
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 1 going into the respiratory virus season that, you

 2 know, continues to stress routine precautions and

 3 so on and surge planning and obviously concurrent

 4 planning for all the other non-infectious disease

 5 threats that --

 6             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Sorry, just on the

 7 surge planning, just to stop you there, we have

 8 already heard there was no surge planning with

 9 respect to staff at the Ministry of Long-Term Care.

10 Was there surge capacity -- was there surge

11 planning for staffing in the wider health sector?

12 Like, did it just -- or are you talking about --

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it was more --

14 I think it was less on staff, more on patient

15 surge.

16             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  Well, let's go

17 to the next document.  I am cognizant of the time.

18 Page 12 we -- unless you have something in addition

19 to say that what we went over.  I think we covered

20 this.

21             CLINT SHINGLER:  No, I think we have

22 covered this.

23             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then what is

24 number 13, slide 13?

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  So this is -- you will
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 1 find this graphic in the OHPIP, the health pandemic

 2 plan.  I think it is more of a -- a more broadly

 3 speaking example of how large health system

 4 responses would generally be structured, and so

 5 more externally focussed as opposed to the previous

 6 diagram.

 7             And then our ultimate structure for

 8 COVID really adapted from this, from our -- in

 9 tandem with that internal document and building on

10 our previous experiences, for example, with Ebola.

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So I would read this

12 that the Chief Medical Officer of Health was at the

13 top, and I read the other one that others were at

14 the top.  And I know when we looked after what

15 happens, other people yet again are at the top.

16             But in this description, is the Chief

17 Medical Officer of Health the senior person?

18             CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that would

19 reflect his role as the Executive Lead, as was

20 intended in the planning, and I think this wouldn't

21 capture, I think, the broader government structure

22 beyond the health system that you are referring to

23 that eventually -- that, you know, was eventually

24 an evolution during COVID.

25             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we go to 14,
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 1 you have covered some of these.

 2             CLINT SHINGLER:  Uhm-hmm.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And when you say plans

 4 were exercised, these were actual events that you

 5 had to deal with, right, everything from the

 6 northern flooding in multiple years to cyber

 7 attacks of the health care providers to Syrian

 8 refugees?  Those were actual events you dealt with;

 9 correct?

10             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

11             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then you did an

12 exercise for the Pan Am Games, and then you did a

13 complex emergency matter involving Sunnybrook,

14 right?

15             CLINT SHINGLER:  There were -- yeah,

16 the Pan Am Games was a series of a number of

17 exercises, so there were several as part of that.

18 The GTA Unified was one in 2019.  It was -- that

19 the Toronto area in particular led, and we

20 participated in.  There were additional exercise as

21 well.  These are just examples of large ones.

22             And then that deck also speaks to ones

23 that were in development for 2020.

24             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I think we have

25 heard there was no simulation or drill for a virus
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 1 pandemic, and there certainly wasn't, as I

 2 understand, any pandemic planning that involved the

 3 long-term care facilities; am I correct in all

 4 that?

 5             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.  I think the

 6 upcoming exercise that you see on there, the one

 7 that we were engaged in with the federal

 8 government, you know, would have -- and along with

 9 some of the ready and resilient work that we were

10 hoping to have at this stage would have provided

11 for that.

12             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But let's just go

13 back.  From 2013 to 2020, none of that happened,

14 correct, with respect to pandemic exercises and

15 particularly pandemic exercises involving long-term

16 care facilities between 2013 and 2020; that's

17 correct?

18             CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.

19             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  The next slide

20 deck is the stockpile, and unless you are desperate

21 to talk about the stockpile, I think we may be able

22 to go past it.

23             ERIC WAGNER:  John, before you move on,

24 do you have any sense of how long you are going to

25 be?  I know some of our witnesses have other
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 1 meetings booked.

 2             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, we'll just go as

 3 fast as we can, Eric.  I mean, we don't have time

 4 to bring people back.  So why don't I just ask --

 5 we can read the rest of the slide deck.

 6             Let me just -- unless there is

 7 something that you would like to point out in the

 8 slide deck, let me just ask a couple of questions,

 9 because we can read the slide deck, and the

10 Commissioners can read the slide deck.

11             But one of the comments that caught me

12 here was "No single plan would be useful", which is

13 what you say on page 17, and when I read that this

14 morning, I went in -- and maybe, Michael, you can

15 do this.  Put in "British Columbia pandemic

16 preparedness".

17             So he is pulling up -- I just did this

18 this morning.  So you can go to the website, which

19 you can't do in Ontario, and go right to Pandemic

20 preparedness in British Columbia.  It comes to a

21 website, COVID, and then it says "Pandemic

22 Provincial Coordination Plan", and maybe you can up

23 that, and if you scroll down -- this is the

24 province of British Columbia, and it is updated as

25 of February, signed as of March 2020.  So they are
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 1 obviously working on this.

 2             And if you just blow up the "Purpose"

 3 there.  We are not going to spend a lot of time on

 4 this.  If you blow that up a little, please,

 5 Michael.  It says:

 6                  "The British Columbia Pandemic

 7             Provincial Coordination Plan

 8             describes the provincial

 9             government's strategy for

10             cross-ministry coordination,

11             internal and external communications

12             and provincial government business

13             continuity in response to public

14             health events that are pandemic in

15             nature.  This plan fosters

16             cooperation and collaboration among

17             provincial government ministries

18             involved in the active management of

19             the consequences and policy needs

20             associated with public health

21             pandemics.  This plan is designed to

22             complement [...] "

23             And he refers to the Public Health

24 Response Plan for Biological Events, and it says:

25                  "This plan is not intended to
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 1             replace existing Ministry plans, but

 2             rather is intended to complement and

 3             when applicable, be used in

 4             conjunction with the existing suite

 5             of plans [...]"

 6             And it says:

 7                  "Biological agents are the

 8             cause of pandemics and include

 9             bacteria, viruses, fungi, other

10             microorganisms and their associated

11             toxins.  They can adversely affect

12             human health in a variety of ways,

13             ranging from relatively mild

14             allergic reactions to serious

15             medical conditions and even death.

16             These organisms are widespread in

17             the natural environment; they are

18             found in water, soil, plants, and

19             animals.

20                  Pandemics can be naturally

21             occurring disease outbreaks that

22             occur at local, provincial, national

23             and international levels."

24             But my point is they have a plan that

25 doesn't deal just with influenza, and it follows on
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 1 the Federal Public Health Response Plan for

 2 biological events.  We don't have that.  Is that

 3 what you were trying to get to, was one all-purpose

 4 plan for all sorts of events?

 5             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.  I would add that

 6 this -- to me, this British Columbia plan, it deals

 7 with cross-government coordination.  So it would be

 8 roughly equivalent to that provincial coordination

 9 plan that I had presented earlier.  So not a

10 product necessarily of the Ministry of Health but

11 more of their Solicitor General equivalent.

12             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Specifically -- my

13 apologies.  Go ahead.

14             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, I think from my

15 rough glance, as what you have gone through there,

16 is intended to be a broader government coordination

17 plan, like dealing with the role of other

18 Ministries, as well as the Ministry of Health but

19 not -- but also in answer to your question, yes,

20 our ready and resilient approach, we wanted to get

21 to a comprehensive infectious disease plan.

22             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if you push on that

23 little thing about the federal one, you'll get to

24 the federal plan.

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 1             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And again, it

 2 addresses -- if you go down to the "Executive

 3 Summary", it addresses the need for plans that are

 4 not just dealing with influenza.  This is 2018, and

 5 I am assuming that somewhere the province was

 6 there.

 7             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.

 8             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it is supposed to

 9 deal with getting everybody on the same page in

10 respect of planning as it relates to not just

11 influenza but the wider infectious disease.

12             And I take it what you are saying is

13 you were in the midst of working with that on the

14 ready and resilient, because I don't see one that

15 is responsive to this --

16             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.  We fed into this

17 plan as it was being developed by them and pushed

18 for that all-hazards approach, and we wanted to

19 undertake a similar approach here.

20             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So you know

21 what?  I know people have other places to be.

22             I don't want to -- I know I took a lot

23 of time.  I don't know if there is anything else in

24 the slide deck you feel --

25             CLINT SHINGLER:  Yeah, there was a good
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 1 section of the slide deck getting into the response

 2 structure stuff.

 3             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.

 4             CLINT SHINGLER:  But I don't know how

 5 much you want to --

 6             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, I would love to

 7 do that, but I don't know what everybody's time is

 8 like.  I don't know if the Commissioners have a

 9 little bit of time.  I mean, Mr. Shingler has time,

10 it sounds like.

11             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

12             Well, I think, John, we should try to

13 finish this, unless people's schedules don't

14 permit.

15             But the question is -- you know, we

16 said an hour and a half.  We are now at two hours.

17 But if there is a couple of -- if there is some

18 information we should get in order to get the full

19 flavour of the presentation, then I think we should

20 get it.

21             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay then.

22             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

23             But perhaps we can let Mr. Shingler go

24 through the slides that he wants to ask us about.

25             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  I will reserve
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 1 my questions.  Mr. Shingler, I think -- is this

 2 where you wanted to start?

 3             CLINT SHINGLER:  I didn't know if

 4 perhaps Alison wanted to deal with the Command

 5 Table piece.  I am happy to get into this as well

 6 and elaborate as well where I can.

 7             ALISON BLAIR:  Okay.  Great.  I think

 8 we'll run very quickly through this, and then if

 9 there are questions, we are happy to take them.

10             So next slide, please.

11             So I think we have talked about the

12 Health Coordination Table previously with the

13 Commissioners.  By the way, hello.  Sorry, I forgot

14 to do that part.

15             So we spoke before about what is now

16 the Health Coordination Table and the establishment

17 of it in February so that we would have that

18 coordination role across the health system, and we

19 had three Co-Chairs, Dr. David Williams, the

20 Executive Lead as we have spoken about here, Helen

21 Angus, the Deputy Minister of Health, and Matthew

22 Anderson, the President and CEO of Ontario Health,

23 which in the beginning had a lot -- already had a

24 lot of cross-Ministry representation, including

25 from long-term care and seniors and accessibility.
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 1             So it very much included the long-term

 2 care work even before the development of the

 3 Incident Management Structure Table for long-term

 4 care.

 5             We talk here about the work streams

 6 evolving over time to be responsive to what was

 7 going on in the pandemic, and an important point

 8 below -- and I think this has been made before --

 9 that despite what its name was at the start,

10 Command Table, it did not replace the

11 decision-making structures or accountabilities of

12 the people on the Health Coordination Table or

13 their organizations.

14             The next slide shows the diagram of how

15 it began and how we had envisioned.  You have seen

16 in other slides the structure that the -- the IMS

17 structure that had been presented, and this was the

18 adaptation of that to include the parties that were

19 involved at the beginning of the response in March.

20 Obviously, the Ministry's Emergency Operations

21 Centre, in doing the work that is in other slides

22 that you can just read about what the sequence of

23 events was, but the MEOC had been activated and

24 also active even before being activated in this

25 work.
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 1             But this outlined the roles and

 2 responsibilities and specifically of Ontario

 3 Health, Public Health Ontario, the Ministry, and a

 4 number of tables that have been identified here

 5 already.

 6             So I think that is -- if we go to the

 7 next slide.  You can see, as it evolved, there were

 8 sub-tables that became involved as topics were

 9 needed to be covered, and I think we have, again,

10 provided information and covered some of this as

11 the need evolved and some that are still very much

12 active and some that were inactive for a period of

13 time and then had been activated again because of

14 different needs within the pandemic.

15             And I think those are the slides that

16 show the -- yeah, you have got a couple of slides

17 about what those sub-tables are.  I know we have

18 shared that information before.

19             And then I think the next few slides

20 about the planning activities, I think we have

21 covered off much of this during the discussion,

22 including this just gives the exact date, the

23 January 27th date when the Ministry Emergency

24 Operations Centre was activated.  We talked about

25 that a little bit earlier in our meeting.
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 1             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Can I ask a

 2 question about the first slide you showed, the

 3 structure.

 4             ALISON BLAIR:  Certainly, Commissioner.

 5             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  So at the

 6 top, there is the Minister and Minister's Office.

 7 Is that Minister of Health?

 8             ALISON BLAIR:  That is how we

 9 envisioned it at the beginning, and since that

10 time, we now report in on a weekly basis to the

11 Minister of Health and the Minister of Long-Term

12 Care, and as needed, where there are

13 responsibilities for other Ministries, for example,

14 for retirement homes, that is briefed up to the

15 Minister of Seniors and Accessibility as well.

16             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Okay.  And at

17 the Command Table, is the Minister of Long-Term

18 Care -- or sorry, the Deputy Minister with the

19 Deputy Minister of Health, and Matt Anderson, is he

20 there as well?

21             ALISON BLAIR:  So the Deputy Minister

22 of Long-Term Care, Deputy Richard Steele, is in

23 assistance at the Health Coordination Table now and

24 was very soon -- we can find out exactly when he

25 began to attend what was called the Command Table
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 1 initially, but certainly he was involved.  We also

 2 have deputies -- the Deputy from Ministry of

 3 Seniors and Accessibility from a retirement home

 4 perspective attend as well.

 5             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Thank you.

 6             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

 7             Just one question.  On that timeline,

 8 there is a briefing on January 2nd.  Do we have

 9 that briefing, a copy of that?

10             ALISON BLAIR:  Clint or Justine, do you

11 know what we provided?

12             CLINT SHINGLER:  It is Clint.  I don't

13 know, but that would have been referring to the

14 information we had received from the Public Health

15 Agency of Canada regarding --

16             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):  I

17 understand what it is referring to.  I just wonder,

18 is there any reason why we can't get a copy of

19 that?

20             KRISTIN SMITH:  It is Kristin here,

21 Commissioner Marrocco.  I don't see any reason for

22 that.  We will double-check whether we provided it

23 to you.  I don't know that it was an actual

24 briefing.  I would ask Clint or Justine to

25 elaborate on that, or whether it was a document
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 1 received --

 2             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

 3             It says it is -- as you can see, it

 4 says it is a "situation report".  I don't know

 5 whether -- you mean whether it was oral or in

 6 writing?

 7             KRISTIN SMITH:  That's right.

 8             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

 9             Well, if it is oral, if there is a note

10 about it, it would be helpful.  Does anyone have a

11 sense of, on January 2nd, what they were reacting

12 to?

13             CLINT SHINGLER:  It is Clint,

14 Commissioner.  So it was a written -- I believe it

15 was a written note from the Public Health Agency of

16 Canada, and it was in response to reports of a

17 viral pneumonia in China.

18             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

19             Well, if we could get a copy of it,

20 that would be helpful.  If there is some

21 difficulty, then let us know, and we have a

22 procedure for dealing with that

23 U/T         KRISTIN SMITH:  Certainly, we will look

24 into that.

25             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
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 1             Thank you.

 2             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  I think that

 3 concludes, subject to any more comments that the

 4 presenters want to make.

 5             KRISTIN SMITH:  I believe there are a

 6 couple more slides in the deck.  I don't know if

 7 the presenters wanted to go through those.

 8             ALISON BLAIR:  I don't think there is

 9 anything that we particularly wanted to call to

10 attention, but if there are questions, we can

11 certainly respond.

12             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

13             And certainly if after today you think

14 that there is something that we particularly need

15 to pay attention to which you didn't refer us to,

16 if you could just tell John, he'll make sure it

17 gets in front of us.

18             CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.

19             JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Thank you, everybody.

20             COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):

21             Well, thank you very much for a very

22 thorough presentation and, Mr. Shingler, you got

23 asked most of the questions.  I think it goes

24 without saying that we don't think you are

25 personally responsible for everything you had to
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 1 answer for, but we do appreciate your responses to

 2 help us with that.  Thank you very much.

 3             COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Thank you.

 4             COMMISSIONER ANGELA COKE:  Thank you.

 5

 6             -- Adjourned at 1:20 p.m.

 7
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 1                  CLARIFICATIONS

 2

 3 PAGE/LINE   COMMENT

 4 37/4        Clint says "the plans were to deal

 5             with the coordination of the health

 6             system including the long-term care

 7             facilities, correct?"  The "?" at the

 8             end of the sentence should be removed.

 9

10 38/12       Clint says "it is supportive of the

11             Ontario Health plan".  This may be

12             changed to Ontario Health Pandemic

13             Influenza Plan (for clarity)

14

15 57/17-18    Clint references the "Ontario Health

16             Plan".  This may be changed to Ontario

17             Health Pandemic Influenza Plan (for

18             clarity)

19

20 86/18-19    "It was more for primary care, like

21              frontline positions".  The sentence

22              should be edited to say "it was more

23              for primary care, like frontline

24              physicians."

25
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 1

 2 114/23-25    Alison says, "…but the MEOC had been

 3              activated and also active even before

 4              being activated in this work.

 5              The sentence may be edited:  "but the

 6              MEOC had been activated and was also

 7              active in this work even before

 8              activation" (for clarity)

 9

10 116/23       Alison says, "So the Deputy Minister

11              of Long-Term Care, Deputy Richard

12              Steele, is in assistance at the Health

13              Coordination Table now…"

14              This should say "is in attendance at

15              the Health Coordination Table now".

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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 01  -- Upon commencing at 11:00 a.m.
 02  
 03              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 04              The Commissioners are here, and if you
 05  are ready.
 06              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  Well, as I
 07  said earlier, both Ms. Blair and Ms. Hartley have
 08  been here before.  It is Mr. Shingler who has not,
 09  and I wonder, Clint, if you could introduce
 10  yourself and your role at the time.
 11              CLINT SHINGLER:  Hi.  Good morning,
 12  everybody.  My name is Clint Shingler.  Can
 13  everyone hear me, first off?
 14              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Yes.  Thank you.
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Thank you.
 16              So I have been the Director of
 17  Emergency Management in the Health System Emergency
 18  Management Branch, acting in the role from 2013 to
 19  2016, and then formally in the role from 2016 up to
 20  2020, and currently just away on leave.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  That is great.
 22  Thank you.
 23              I wonder, Michael, if you could put up
 24  the presentation, and today we are discussing
 25  pandemic preparedness.
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 01              And if we could go to the first slide.
 02  I am going to take you to some overview documents
 03  in a moment.  I guess, Mr. Shingler, you were the
 04  lead in this, but you are going to talk about the
 05  various emergency plans and policies that related
 06  to infectious disease and pandemics, and they
 07  include what is on the screen; is that correct?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Specific to infectious
 09  disease; correct.
 10              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And just
 11  so the Commissioners understand, at this point in
 12  time, there wasn't just one plan to go to, but
 13  rather there were a number of documents that you
 14  relied upon; is that correct?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And at the time when
 17  you were relying on these documents, you had
 18  started a policy review as to trying to get a
 19  single plan, and that was what is referred to as
 20  the Ready and Resilient Health System Plan;
 21  correct?
 22              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And that was in policy
 24  work at the time of the pandemic outbreak on this
 25  occasion; correct?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 02              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So what I would like
 03  to do is I just want to make sure -- because the
 04  slide that jumps right into the plans, I just want
 05  to make sure -- and again, I am using a document
 06  which -- and it is document number 8, Michael --
 07  just to get some of the principles down so the
 08  Commissioners can understand what pandemic
 09  preparedness might look like.
 10              Now, this is a document by the Canadian
 11  Public Health Network called "Canadian Pandemic
 12  Influenza Preparedness", and it was done in 2018,
 13  if you go to the next page at the bottom there,
 14  you'll see it.
 15              And I just want to take you through it
 16  to see whether you agreed with some of the
 17  principles in this.
 18              And if we can go to -- sort of start at
 19  page 12, and maybe you should blow it up, Michael,
 20  so people can see it.  A little larger.  We are all
 21  a little older.
 22              Okay.  And, Clint, just to be clear, I
 23  mean, one of the principles that you work with is
 24  that:
 25                   "When the next pandemic will
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 01              occur isn't entirely clear."
 02                  It says here:
 03                   "Although historically
 04              pandemics have occurred three to
 05              four times per century, there is no
 06              predictable interval.  It should not
 07              be assumed that the 2009 pandemic
 08              has provided a respite during which
 09              preparedness efforts can be
 10              relaxed."
 11              Do you agree with that statement?
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it says
 14  "Where it will emerge", and it says:
 15                   "While most seasonal influenza
 16              strains emerge in East/Southeast
 17              Asia, the same is not true for
 18              pandemic influenza; the 2009
 19              pandemic emerged in Mexico."
 20              So an influenza pandemic could emerge
 21  anywhere, as could a pathogen pandemic such as
 22  coronavirus, correct?
 23              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct, yes.  I think
 24  this document is focussed on the question of
 25  influenza, but certainly our experience with other
�0009
 01  infectious diseases, including coronavirus, is like
 02  MERS, like Ebola, as the deck goes through to
 03  explain, you know, the different viruses have and
 04  can pop up really anywhere at different times.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, but just so we
 06  are clear, a lot of the preparedness work done
 07  across Canada and certainly Ontario focussed
 08  initially on influenza; correct?
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 10              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And then
 11  the nature of the spread, it says:
 12                   "Pandemics often first arise
 13              outside the usual influenza season
 14              [...] and typically have more than
 15              one wave of infection.  However,
 16              this is not true in all
 17              circumstances or in all areas.  A
 18              small first wave is often followed
 19              by a larger second wave, but the
 20              real size of pandemic waves may
 21              vary."
 22              When you are preparing for a pandemic,
 23  is it anticipated, as we have had on this occasion,
 24  that there would be more than one wave?
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  It can be, yes.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So you plan for that;
 02  correct?
 03              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 04              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Then it says:
 05                   "What its characteristics will
 06              be -- the basic characteristics of
 07              the next pandemic virus are unknown,
 08              including its antigenic type, [...]
 09              its transmissibility and virulence,
 10              and the age groups and clinical
 11              groups most affected."
 12              So I take it you agree with that, that
 13  in planning for these pandemics, you are not
 14  entirely clear as to the nature of the virus or the
 15  transmissibility or who it is going to affect;
 16  correct?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So in this case, in
 19  COVID, we know it affected the elderly more, at
 20  least in the first wave, and it looks like so far
 21  in the second wave, but another pandemic might
 22  affect the young; correct?
 23              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 24              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it talks
 25  about the impact on society.  It says:
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 01                   "The last four pandemics
 02              demonstrated that population impact
 03              can vary from low to high and is not
 04              the same in all populations or
 05              settings.  It is important to
 06              consider all possibilities and make
 07              plans adaptable for different
 08              circumstances."
 09              So, for example, from a planning
 10  perspective, you ought to be looking at different
 11  sectors of society as in the example we just used,
 12  day-cares, if it is going to affect young people,
 13  or long-term care if it is going to affect old;
 14  that would be part of the planning process,
 15  ideally?
 16              CLINT SHINGLER:  Ideally, yes.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if we could
 18  just go over to page 22, and here they talk about:
 19                   "A precautionary/protective
 20              approach - this approach is
 21              particularly applicable in the early
 22              stages of a pandemic when
 23              evidence-informed decision-making is
 24              not possible due to lack of data and
 25              the uncertainty of an evolving
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 01              event.  This means taking timely and
 02              reasonable prevention action,
 03              proportional to the threat and
 04              evidence-informed to the extent
 05              possible.  This does not mean that
 06              in the absence of evidence, all
 07              actions must be taken; rather, it
 08              means that as emerging evidence
 09              reduces uncertainty,
 10              evidence-informed actions may
 11              supersede those precautionary
 12              measures taken at the outset."
 13              Now, I take it from a planning
 14  perspective, and even from an execution
 15  perspective, the precautionary approach is
 16  recommended and adhered to in Ontario, supposed to
 17  be?
 18              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 19              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if you go to
 20  the next line, it says:
 21                   "Use of established practices
 22              and systems to the extent possible."
 23              And it goes on:
 24                   "It is extremely difficult to
 25              implement new ways to do things
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 01              during an emergency.  Effective
 02              seasonal influenza responses support
 03              a strong pandemic response, as
 04              well-practised strategies and
 05              processes can be rapidly ramped up
 06              to manage the pandemic."
 07              Do you see that?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 09              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And do you agree with
 10  that?
 11              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 12              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  I think Dr. Walker
 13  referred to the problem of building a lifeboat in
 14  the middle of a storm and that it is very difficult
 15  to actually prepare for a pandemic during a
 16  pandemic; would you agree with that?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And if you
 19  go down, it says:
 20                   "In a pandemic situation, a
 21              pan-Canadian whole-of-government
 22              response is required so that all
 23              potential resources can be applied
 24              to minimizing the pandemic's
 25              negative health, social and economic
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 01              impacts.  Pandemic plans should be
 02              aligned across jurisdictions to
 03              facilitate successful FPT
 04              collaboration during a pandemic."
 05              Now, I take it in Ontario you have the
 06  PEOC, which gives you more of a whole of government
 07  approach, and you were doing the Ontario Health
 08  approach -- pardon me, the province's health
 09  approach; correct?
 10              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.  The
 11  province's health approach to the Ministry of
 12  Health, the PEOC would be the broader government,
 13  and then this document really speaking more to a
 14  pan-Canadian approach to the broader FPT or
 15  federal/provincial/territorial public health
 16  structure.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  So that from
 18  top to bottom, we are protecting all Canadians at
 19  all levels; correct?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can go to
 22  page 26 and just the second part there under D,
 23  "Health Sector Preparedness and Response":
 24                   "Health sector preparedness and
 25              response remains the responsibility
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 01              of each jurisdiction."
 02              That remains so.  It is a provincial
 03  jurisdiction; correct?
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:
 06                   "In some jurisdictions
 07              responsibility for emergency social
 08              services also falls to the health
 09              sector."
 10              And that is the case here with the
 11  health emergency work under the legislation;
 12  correct?
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  In the case of
 14  Ontario, emergency social services would be the
 15  responsibility of the Ministry of -- MCSCS would be
 16  the acronym -- or CCSS rather.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  I see.  So they still
 18  remain that.  Okay.
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yeah.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So:
 21                   "[Provincial territorial]
 22              governments are responsible for:
 23                  - ensuring that PT pandemic plans
 24              (or all-hazard plans depending on
 25              the jurisdiction) are developed,
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 01              tested and periodically updated."
 02              Correct?
 03              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 04              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we go down one
 05  more:
 06                   "- communicating and engaging
 07              with the general public, media and
 08              stakeholder groups about their
 09              respective plans."
 10              Correct?
 11              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 12              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then:
 13                   "- activating PT pandemic or
 14              all-hazards plans.
 15              That is the responsibility of the
 16  province, right?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If we could then go
 19  up.  Then 27, and this just provides some more
 20  detail that the provincial governments expected,
 21  and I take it they are to develop plans to increase
 22  surge capacity in order to care for affected
 23  persons in their jurisdictions, correct?  Surge
 24  capacity is something that you would be planning
 25  for?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes:
 02              JOHN CALLAGHAN:
 03                   "Providing health care services
 04              for persons within their
 05              jurisdiction, including federal
 06              populations [...]"
 07              Which is really not an issue here, but
 08  your plan provides caring for people; correct?
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 10              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  "Developing and
 11              maintaining memoranda of understanding
 12              and protocols as needed, preferably
 13              before the pandemic, to facilitate
 14              interprovincial/territorial movement of
 15              patients and licensed health care
 16              professionals [...]"
 17              I'm not sure that applies in this case,
 18  but were there memorandum?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  There was an
 20  interjurisdictional process in place, yes.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it goes on.
 22  I don't think much of this applies.  It says:
 23                   "Ensuring the provision of
 24              medications, supplies and equipment
 25              required for provision of pandemic
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 01              health care services."
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And we talked about
 04  the stockpile earlier, but that is essentially
 05  that; correct?
 06              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then:
 08                   "Working collaboratively to
 09              establish protocols and guidelines
 10              for prioritizing health care
 11              services during times of high
 12              service demand and staff or supply
 13              shortages in the respective
 14              jurisdiction."
 15              So you had to plan in advance, correct,
 16  for that type of thing?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, the
 18  prioritization of health care services, really that
 19  one addresses a lot of the -- some of the more
 20  recent developments in terms of the critical care
 21  triage documents that were released by the
 22  province.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So if we go to
 24  page 35, this is a chart with pandemic scenarios,
 25  and they refer to various pandemic -- influenza
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 01  pandemics, and I am just trying to point out that
 02  in this document and, I take it, in your planning,
 03  it was recognized, even with a low impact pandemic,
 04  you would have to be concerned about the long-term
 05  care which may or may not be affected; correct?  So
 06  you would have to worry about long-term care?  It
 07  is one of the four they list; correct?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 09              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then this document
 10  goes on, and I am not going to spend a lot of time
 11  on it, but if you go to page 42, it talks about
 12  preparing for lab services, right?  You need to
 13  make sure your laboratories are in good order and
 14  preparation; correct?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it goes to
 17  a -- if you go to page 48, they are talking about
 18  IPAC, and they are talking about health care
 19  organizations, and it refers to in the middle of
 20  that page -- I won't read it, but it refers to
 21  health care workers, visitors and contractors, and
 22  it says:
 23                   "Important elements of IPC",
 24              and occupational health is OH, "and
 25              OH programs for pandemic
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 01              preparedness and response in the
 02              health care setting include the
 03              following:
 04                   "- adequate staffing of IPC and
 05              OH professionals in the health care
 06              organization to conduct education
 07              and training for front line staff."
 08              So you needed to make sure that, as
 09  part of preparedness, frontline staff -- and this
 10  would include, I assume, people in the long-term
 11  care community -- were educated on IPAC and
 12  occupational health and safety issues?
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.
 14              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then below, it
 15  says:
 16                   "- organizational risk
 17              assessments, best carried out in the
 18              interpandemic period", that is
 19              between pandemics, "to identify
 20              engineering, administrative and
 21              personal protective equipment
 22              controls that will best protect
 23              patients, HCWs and visitors in the
 24              health care setting."
 25              So ideally, on the preparedness side,
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 01  you are looking in these inter-periods to build up
 02  that engineering, administrative and PPE controls;
 03  correct?
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then somewhat
 06  redundant, I think, but:
 07                   "- comprehensive education and
 08              training for HCWs in the
 09              organization on influenza IPC and OH
 10              issues."
 11              And I take it, as far as you are aware,
 12  IPAC training for influenza should protect them
 13  generally against other transmissible diseases, if
 14  they know how to use IPAC?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then they have:
 17                   "- point-of-care risk
 18              assessments that are carried out by
 19              individual HCWs before they enter a
 20              patient's environment or initiate
 21              patient care to determine the
 22              appropriate PPE, isolation and
 23              cohorting strategies for a given
 24              patient, during a given
 25              intervention, in a specific room,
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 01              area or facility."
 02              So this is ensuring that they know how
 03  to not just use appropriate PPE but isolate and
 04  cohort patients given whatever the strategy is for
 05  the intervention; correct?
 06              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then just dropping
 08  down, and part of the preparedness requires:
 09                   "- respiratory protection
 10              programs to ensure that HCWs who may
 11              need to wear a respirator (including
 12              N95 respirators) are trained,
 13              fit-tested and prepared."
 14              So that is also part of the
 15  preparedness; correct?
 16              CLINT SHINGLER:  Ideally, yes.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Ideally, yes.  49, if
 18  we just go back to 49, and this is more of a
 19  warning.  And I just want to make sure we
 20  understand this:
 21                   "Planning for the delivery of
 22              health care in a pandemic is a
 23              particular challenge as there is
 24              little excess capacity in the
 25              Canadian health care system,
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 01              particularly in remote and isolated
 02              communities.  Nonetheless surge
 03              capacity planning is an essential
 04              component of pandemic preparedness
 05              for all levels of care, including
 06              telephone information lines, primary
 07              and ambulatory care practitioners,
 08              emergency medical services, hospital
 09              and critical care, long-term and
 10              palliative care, home care and other
 11              community care including death care
 12              services [...].  Surge capacity
 13              planning involves development of
 14              strategies for enhancing levels of
 15              staff and volunteers, equipment and
 16              supplies and, potentially, space to
 17              accommodate more patients.  It also
 18              includes consideration of novel
 19              approaches to enhancing assessment
 20              and care.  Surge capacity plans
 21              should include regional or even
 22              province-wide components."
 23              So ideally, in the long-term care
 24  world, you would have planned for a surge capacity,
 25  say, of workers and of equipment and supplies,
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 01  including PPE, correct, ideally?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Ideally, yes.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  If we
 04  could go to 51, and this is another one I just want
 05  to touch base with.  This says:
 06                   "Other health care services -
 07              services such as mental health, home
 08              care, palliative and hospice care,
 09              long-term care and other community
 10              health and social services may not
 11              be well linked to regional and local
 12              pandemic planning processes.  Though
 13              often overlooked in pandemic
 14              planning, their functioning is
 15              critical to achieving the pandemic
 16              objectives by providing early and
 17              appropriate treatment outside of
 18              hospitals to those who do not need
 19              acute hospital care.  These
 20              organizations must be involved in
 21              pandemic planning and encouraged to
 22              have business continuity plans in
 23              place so that they can continue to
 24              provide their services to some of
 25              the most vulnerable patients in the
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 01              community with minimal interruption
 02              during a pandemic."
 03              So ideally you would agree with that,
 04  that you should -- that we should be including the
 05  long-term care communities in the planning process?
 06              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we go to 55, I
 08  guess, and it says:
 09                   "Preparedness is a
 10              responsibility of individuals,
 11              organizations and jurisdictions at
 12              all levels.  PTs are responsible for
 13              preparedness activities that will
 14              take place at the PT level and they
 15              may also provide advice and/or
 16              support to regional and local areas.
 17              Assessing the level of pandemic
 18              preparedness enables jurisdictions
 19              to monitor the progress of their
 20              pandemic planning, identify gaps and
 21              prioritize future planning efforts.
 22              Use of checklists, perhaps coupled
 23              with site visits, are potential
 24              tools for monitoring progress and
 25              levels of preparedness.
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 01                   It is also important to
 02              determine whether responses can be
 03              implemented effectively so as to
 04              achieve the intended results.
 05              Training and exercises should be
 06              conducted on a regular basis to
 07              maintain preparedness levels as part
 08              of a cycle of continuous
 09              improvement.  Training should also
 10              be made a priority for new workers.
 11              Exercises can take many forms,
 12              ranging from discussion-based
 13              activities such as seminars and
 14              workshops to larger more complex
 15              activities such as activating plans
 16              and simulating response activities.
 17              It is best for organizations to work
 18              their way up to larger exercises.
 19              This progression allows
 20              organizations to understand their
 21              plans better and identify
 22              interdependencies, and to make
 23              changes and adjustments before
 24              attempting a larger, more
 25              complicated activity.  Following an
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 01              exercise a formal After Action
 02              Report should be prepared, along
 03              with an implementation plan to
 04              address the gaps identified.
 05              Problem areas or weaknesses should
 06              be corrected through additional
 07              training and/or changes or additions
 08              to plans."
 09              So I know that I read a lot, but do you
 10  agree with those two statements?
 11              CLINT SHINGLER:  Ideally, yes.
 12              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Ideally, yes.  Okay.
 13              And then I just want to just make sure,
 14  before we get you started on your way in the
 15  presentation, if you could just go -- because I
 16  want to make sure that we understand the provincial
 17  nature of it.  There is a Provincial Emergency
 18  Response Plan that was updated in 2019, and it is
 19  document 14.  You are familiar with this plan?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And so the PEOC, which
 22  is the Emergency Operations Centre, would sit --
 23  and you will explain this later, it sits at the
 24  larger side when we are dealing with the larger
 25  issues of the province, where the health sector
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 01  deals with the health sector issues, but the health
 02  sector becomes one of the leads because of the
 03  nature of this pandemic, correct, or this
 04  emergency?
 05              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 06              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Now we'll just go to
 07  page 17, and just -- this is not for you.  This is
 08  just to let the Commissioners know.  I appreciate
 09  this is not something -- Mr. Shingler is well
 10  versed in this.  So it says:
 11                   "The aim of the emergency
 12              response is to safeguard the health,
 13              safety, welfare and property of
 14              residents, and to protect the
 15              economic, physical, social, cultural
 16              and environmental assets of affected
 17              areas."
 18              That is a pretty general statement, but
 19  that is the goal; correct?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we go over to
 22  page 22.  So the Provincial Emergency Response
 23  Plan, which is what this document is from 2019,
 24  is -- and it just says:
 25                   "This PERP is the provincial
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 01              emergency plan for all-hazards
 02              response and coordination for
 03              emergencies involving multiple
 04              provincial organizations."
 05              So the provincial plan comes in when
 06  you have a host of various Ministries, for example,
 07  affected, as was the case with this pandemic,
 08  right?
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 10              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But they are
 11  provincial Ministries that have specific
 12  responsibility for specific emergency hazards; fair
 13  enough?
 14              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 15              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it says, if we go
 16  to down to 2.7.3:
 17                   "All provincial ministers are
 18              required to develop and maintain
 19              emergency plans that address
 20              continuity of operations under [...]
 21              [the regulation].  Those ministers
 22              assigned a type of emergency under
 23              Order in Council [...] must also
 24              develop an emergency response plan
 25              in respect of that assignment.
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 01              These can be in the same or
 02              different plans.
 03                   Ministry emergency response
 04              plans shall be 'coordinated insofar
 05              as possible with the emergency
 06              response plans of other ministries'
 07              [...], which includes the PERP."
 08              And so we are going to get there in a
 09  second, but under the Order in Council, the
 10  Ministry of Health has specific emergencies to
 11  which it is required to respond; correct?
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And just
 14  to go over to 81, there is a requirement.  It says
 15  under here that:
 16                   "Every minister is responsible
 17              for conducting emergency management
 18              training programs and exercises to
 19              ensure the readiness of Crown
 20              employees and other persons to act
 21              under their respective ministry
 22              emergency plans."
 23              So there is an obligation to do that;
 24  correct?
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then there is a
 02  requirement that says, under 7.2:
 03                   "The Provincial Emergency
 04              Response Plan should be tested in an
 05              exercise on an annual basis."
 06              And then it goes down, and it says:
 07                   "Ministry action groups and
 08              municipal emergency control groups
 09              shall conduct an annual exercise for
 10              a simulated emergency incident in
 11              order to evaluate respective
 12              ministry and municipal emergency
 13              plans [...]"
 14              So there is a requirement to do it on
 15  the provincial and on the Ministry level, to have a
 16  test plan, right -- to have a test, sorry?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And then
 19  if we can go over to 7.3, it is a requirement that
 20  at one of these provincial level action groups that
 21  there should be an after-action review; correct?
 22              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  So at the end
 24  of this pandemic, there will be a requirement to
 25  have a review of how various government Ministries
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 01  performed; is that what I am to understand?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So we expect during
 04  the course of this pandemic that there will be
 05  records kept of decisions made and recommendations
 06  made so that they can be assessed in the
 07  after-action review; fair enough?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 09              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If we can go over to
 10  page 111, this is Appendix G.  All right.  And so
 11  this is just an appendix which sets out the
 12  responsibilities of Ministries who are referenced
 13  in the Order in Council to which we discussed a
 14  moment ago; correct?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it says -- it
 17  refers to the Ontario regulation which begets the
 18  Order in Council, which is there in the second
 19  line:
 20                   "As applicable, an emergency
 21              plan in respect of the type of
 22              emergency assigned under OIC
 23              1157/2009."
 24              And there are two directions under
 25  "Preparedness":
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 01                   "In order to ensure that
 02              ministries have the capabilities in
 03              place to implement the
 04              responsibilities detailed in their
 05              plans, the following preparedness
 06              measures should be put in place:
 07                  - A ministry action group which
 08              can be activated at short notice to
 09              guide the ministry emergency
 10              response.
 11                  - Designated staff to form
 12              membership on the ministry action
 13              group.
 14                  - A 24/7 emergency response
 15              contact point.
 16                  - A designated location and
 17              emergency operations centre [...]
 18                  - A designated ministry emergency
 19              information officer.
 20                  - Plans, procedures, resource
 21              lists and arrangements to carry out
 22              emergency responsibilities."
 23              Okay, so that is sort of on the
 24  preparedness side, and then there is a response
 25  side; correct?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 02              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if you go over to
 03  the next page, it lists all the Ministries that
 04  have responsibilities under an Order in Council,
 05  and yours falls under G.8 of the appendix, and it
 06  says under G.8, if we get there -- and you might
 07  want to blow that up, Michael, a little bit so
 08  people can see a little bit.
 09              Okay, well, if you go down -- let's
 10  go -- the other way, please.  Go up then, I guess,
 11  is the phrase I'm looking for.  It says:
 12                   "Under the OIC 1157/2009, the
 13              Minister of Health and Minister of
 14              Long-Term Care have been assigned
 15              the responsibility for the
 16              formulation of emergency plans in
 17              respect of:
 18                  - Human health, disease and
 19              epidemics.
 20                  - Health services during an
 21              emergency.
 22                  - Ministry continuity of
 23              operations planning."
 24              And so because this was a health
 25  disease, an epidemic, that engaged the Ministry's
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 01  plan, right?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And just so I am
 04  clear, is the responsibility the Minister of Health
 05  or is it both Ministries, because this one actually
 06  breaks it up that both Ministries have equal
 07  responsibility.
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yeah.  Yes, they do,
 09  and there were processes in place that -- there
 10  were processes underway to determine how we were
 11  going to operate the program with the newly split
 12  Ministry responsibilities.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So the documents you
 14  are going to take us to, none of them refer to the
 15  Ministry of Long-Term Care?  They are all Ministry
 16  of Health -- or Ministry of Health and long-term
 17  care, but --
 18              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 19              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  -- generally on the
 20  Ministry of Health side; correct?
 21              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, they reflected
 22  the time in which the two Ministries were together.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  So there is no
 24  independent Ministry of Long-Term Care emergency
 25  plan, as I understand it; correct?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.  No, not at that
 02  time.  However, we were working on discussions on
 03  how we would proceed, you know, across the two
 04  Ministries.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So it says:
 06                   "Responsibilities.
 07                  MOL/MLTC plans detail how these
 08              responsibilities are met and
 09              describe how the ministries manage
 10              human health emergencies and ensure
 11              continued access to health services
 12              regardless of disruption, emergency
 13              or disaster through:
 14                  - Continued engagement with the
 15              PEOC, other ministries, federal and
 16              other provincial/territorial health
 17              authorities."
 18              And then it goes:
 19                   "Coordination of the health
 20              system with partners including:"
 21              And it says "Long-term care facilities"
 22  if you go down there.
 23              So you are supposed to -- the plans --
 24  at least this is 2019, and I understand you said
 25  you are working off, the plans were then supposed
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 01  to be coordinated with long-term care facilities?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  The plans were to deal
 03  with the coordination of the health system,
 04  including the long-term care facilities; correct?
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, I haven't seen
 06  anything that shows the coordination with long-term
 07  care facilities as facilities, so if I have missed
 08  that, perhaps when you go through your
 09  presentation, you can tell us which ones reflect
 10  the coordination with long-term care facilities,
 11  okay?
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So now let's go back
 14  to the slide deck.
 15              So there is not one plan, as you say.
 16  There are these various documents that --
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  -- assisted; correct?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  We are going to come
 21  back to these, going to come back to this page
 22  specifically as we go, but let's -- why don't we
 23  start then with your page 4.
 24              CLINT SHINGLER:  Great.  So yes, this
 25  list gets broken out further in the following
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 01  slides, and those plans are ordered more by their
 02  last release date.  So the first one on this is the
 03  Provincial Coordination Plan for an Influenza
 04  Pandemic.  This is a plan of the Ministry of the
 05  Solicitor General, the same organization that we
 06  just read through the Provincial Emergency Response
 07  Plan.
 08              And this plan was developed to deal
 09  with the broader societal aspects of influenza
 10  pandemics beyond the health system and how the
 11  Ministries would collaborate to respond, and so it
 12  is supportive of the Ontario Health plan, the
 13  Ministry of Health plan, which we'll talk about in
 14  the next slide.
 15              So this plan deals with broader
 16  government coordination beyond the health sector.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  So if I
 18  could take you -- this plan, does it -- I take it
 19  it gets superceded by the 2013 plan?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  No, this is a
 21  different -- the 2013 plan, which we'll talk about
 22  next, is the health sector specific plan.  So this
 23  is a broader government coordination plan.  So what
 24  would the other -- so while the Ministry of Health
 25  is leading the health sector piece of the response,
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 01  you know, what are the roles and responsibilities
 02  of the other Ministries and how would that broader
 03  activity be coordinated across government.
 04              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Was that the only such
 05  document between 2006 and 2013, or was there a
 06  complementary health -- specific to the health
 07  sector?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  The OHPIP, the Ontario
 09  Health plan, would be, you know, the health
 10  component.
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  I see.  And I take
 12  it -- and we have got some documents here, but
 13  maybe it is just self-evident, but I take it after
 14  SARS and after the avian influenza outbreak, there
 15  was a great deal of focus on pandemic planning at
 16  that time; correct?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And I
 19  don't want to go over it again.  We went over it
 20  with Ms. Hartley.  You know, for example, that is
 21  when the stockpile was built up as part of this
 22  program; correct?
 23              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 24              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it was informed
 25  by, as I understand it -- and I have got some
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 01  documents here, but I don't know if I have got to
 02  pull them up, but it was informed by the Campbell
 03  and Walker report, for example, on SARS?
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  The plan -- yes, the
 05  planning effort back then in general, yes.
 06              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  If we can go to
 07  the next document.
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  So the next document
 09  is the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza
 10  Pandemic.  This planning began in 2004.  As
 11  indicated on the slide, there was a steering
 12  committee that worked on the planning in 2013 after
 13  the H1N1 pandemic.  This plan -- the steering
 14  committee came back together to amend that plan to
 15  incorporate some of the lessons learned and best
 16  practices from H1N1.
 17              So generally that encompassed making
 18  the plan more scaleable to address a range of
 19  strategies, different severity scenarios, including
 20  times when -- you know, before the severity of the
 21  virus itself is known and where the precautionary
 22  principle may apply, and it serves as a planning
 23  resource for the health system to respond to an
 24  influenza pandemic and informs the broader pandemic
 25  planning in the province.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So why don't we go
 02  back to the first -- why don't we go back to slide
 03  2, and let's just take a look at it because it
 04  currently -- and maybe you know this, Mr. Shingler.
 05  If one puts a pandemic plan in the provincial
 06  website, what would come up is the Influenza
 07  Pandemic Plan; you are aware of that?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 09              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So maybe,
 10  Michael, you can push on that and see what comes
 11  up.  And we are pushing on the link that is in the
 12  slide deck at page 5.
 13              Okay.  So blow that up a little bit,
 14  Michael.
 15              So if I am looking for emergency
 16  planning and preparedness, this is what I find on
 17  the government website; correct?
 18              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 19              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And let's go to
 20  "Introduction".  Let's just open up the first
 21  chapter.  There are a number of chapters there
 22  dealing with various things from laboratories,
 23  which we'll go into later.
 24              So if we go into this, and we go to the
 25  third page, Michael, and we look at the "Audience",
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 01  the audience is said to be:
 02                   "Health sector employers,
 03              health care providers and other
 04              health workers, emergency planners,
 05              health administrators and other
 06              provincial health system partners."
 07              So this document is to inform those
 08  people, so it includes everything from long-term
 09  care employers to the long-term care employee;
 10  correct?
 11              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 12              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we could just
 13  go -- let's go to page 5, shall we, and it says --
 14  in the "Roles and Responsibilities", it says:
 15                   "The MOHLTC leads the
 16              Government of Ontario's response to
 17              an influenza pandemic through health
 18              system coordination and direction.
 19              Within the MOHLTC's emergency
 20              response structure, there are many
 21              individuals and groups who provide
 22              operational and/or strategic
 23              direction to guide the response.
 24              For example, the Chief Medical
 25              Officer of Health has legislated
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 01              responsibilities under the Health
 02              Protection and Promotion Act and is
 03              the MOHLTC's Executive Lead during
 04              the response to an influenza
 05              pandemic.  This means that the CMOH
 06              provides strategic leadership for
 07              the MOHLTC's response."
 08              Do you see that?
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 10              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And that would apply
 11  to any pandemic, would it not, or would it only
 12  apply to influenza that the Chief Medical Officer
 13  of Health would have that role?
 14              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that is
 15  correct.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So could we just
 17  say -- this is a live document, I think.  Michael,
 18  maybe you could push on the "Chief Medical Officer
 19  of Health" and see what shows up.  So there you go.
 20  That links -- this is a hot button document in some
 21  respects.  I am going to tell you it is not a
 22  complete hot button document.  That one gets us to
 23  a picture of Mr. Williams.
 24              We'll go on and show you a little more
 25  later.
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 01              And then if we can go to page 7, and
 02  this says -- and if you could blow it up, Michael,
 03  so people could see it a little better, if that is
 04  possible.  It talks about "Roles and
 05  Responsibilities", and it says "MOHLTC (through the
 06  Ministry Emergency Operations Centre)", and that is
 07  MEOC, which we will talk about in a minute.
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 09              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I am just going to
 10  touch one or two things.  It says:
 11                   "Develop and issue directives,
 12              orders and requests as per the HPPA,
 13              Long-Term Care Homes Act and other
 14              relevant provincial legislation."
 15              Do you see that?
 16              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So I take it on the
 18  preparedness side, they are supposed to not just
 19  have regard to the HPPA, but also the powers in the
 20  Long-Term Care Homes Act?
 21              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.  We would --
 22  generally we would be prepared to issue guidance or
 23  direction -- or support the production of guidance
 24  and direction to the system according to, you know,
 25  various pieces of legislation.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  And then if --
 02  but, I mean, particularly the Long-Term Care Act is
 03  what I am saying.  That is all part of the planning
 04  process, the Long-Term Care Act is in that
 05  document?
 06              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  Okay.  Let's
 08  go to the next page, and this is "Public Health
 09  Ontario".
 10              CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it:
 12                   "Support the MOHLTC to use
 13              surveillance information to
 14              determine severity.
 15                   Lead and coordinate the
 16              provincial surveillance strategy.
 17                   Coordinate and provide
 18              provincial influenza laboratory
 19              testing.
 20                   Provide scientific and technical
 21              advice to the MOHLTC (e.g., advice
 22              on infection prevention and control
 23              measures).
 24                  Generate knowledge translation
 25              tools and offer training
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 01              opportunities to supplement the
 02              MOHLTC's recommendations, directives
 03              and response strategies."
 04              So they are basically the science guys
 05  who are supposed to give the advice and run the
 06  labs?
 07              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can go to
 09  page 10.  So this -- the objective of this
 10  document -- and this is the "Introduction" and
 11  deals -- obviously when we get there, will take us
 12  through the chapters -- show us the chapters at
 13  least.  It says:
 14                   "Ontario's influenza pandemic
 15              response objectives.
 16                   The objectives of the MOHLTC's
 17              response to an influenza pandemic
 18              are consistent with those in the
 19              CPIP."
 20              Which is a federal response; correct?
 21              CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.
 22              JOHN CALLAGHAN:
 23                   "- first, to minimize serious
 24              illness and overall deaths through
 25              appropriate management of Ontario's
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 01              health system.
 02                  - second, to minimize societal
 03              disruption in Ontario as a result of
 04              an influenza pandemic."
 05              Those are the objectives; correct?
 06              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And then
 08  if you go to the next page:
 09                   "The MOHLTC uses scientific and
 10              technical evidence to inform
 11              decision-making, including evidence
 12              on the risk posed by the pandemic.
 13              The MOHLTC partners closely" - and I
 14              think it should say "work closely" -
 15              "with PHO to obtain, understand and
 16              communicate the evidence."
 17              So it is fair to say that the response
 18  the Province of Ontario was looking for when the
 19  Ministry of Health is leading it is a scientific
 20  response?
 21              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes,
 22  evidence-informed.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, right.  So we
 24  are not -- was an evidence-based decision.  It is
 25  not a decision based on something other than
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 01  evidence; that is the intent, right?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think evidence is
 03  certainly one of the lenses that would be
 04  considered in decision-making.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  Okay.  Now
 06  it says "Precautionary principle":
 07                   "The MOHLTC does not await
 08              scientific certainty before taking
 09              action to protect health.  For
 10              example, the MOHLTC considers the
 11              precautionary principle when
 12              developing recommendations and
 13              directives related to OHS & IPAC
 14              measures, especially during the
 15              early stages of an influenza
 16              pandemic when scientific evidence on
 17              the severity of the novel virus is
 18              limited."
 19              So the precautionary principle, which
 20  was discussed by Justice Campbell, informs, I take
 21  it, more than occupational health and safety.  It
 22  informs IPAC measures, particularly in advance of
 23  scientific certainty; correct?
 24              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 25              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then "Health
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 01  Equity" at the bottom:
 02                   "The MOHLTC considers the needs
 03              of vulnerable populations when
 04              developing response and recovery
 05              measures.
 06                  To accomplish this, the MOHLTC
 07              may use the Health Equity Impact
 08              Assessment, a decision support tool
 09              developed by the ministry to
 10              identify how a health program,
 11              service or policy impacts population
 12              groups in different ways."
 13              I take it that the principle is, you
 14  know, the decisions are made in an equitable
 15  fashion such as we wouldn't have something like
 16  agism; correct?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So let's go to the
 19  "Assumptions":  In 2013, the "Origin and Timing" --
 20              MICHAEL FINLEY:  Sorry, John, are we --
 21  oh, I see.  We are on page 12, I apologize.
 22              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Yes, sir.
 23                   "The next pandemic could emerge
 24              anywhere in the world - including in
 25              Ontario.
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 01                  The next pandemic could emerge at
 02              any time of year.
 03                  Ontario has little lead time
 04              between when a pandemic virus is
 05              first identified and when it arrives
 06              in the province."
 07              Are those assumptions ones you worked
 08  with throughout?
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 10              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Now here is one you
 11  said:
 12                   "The pandemic virus behaves
 13              like seasonal influenza viruses in
 14              significant ways, including the
 15              incubation period, period of
 16              communicability and methods of
 17              transmission.
 18                   The pandemic strain is primarily
 19              community spread; that is, it is
 20              transmitted from person-to-person in
 21              the community as well as in
 22              institutional settings."
 23              So I take it on the first one, was --
 24  the seasonal influenza virus you were planning for
 25  wasn't the same as the coronavirus?  Like this is
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 01  2013, right?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I take it when you
 04  take us through the work you were doing on Ready
 05  and Resilient, it was recognizing that there could
 06  be other types of diseases and viruses, right?
 07              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  But there was
 09  still obviously the concern that there may be
 10  community spread.  That was one of the assumptions
 11  that you would work with, right?
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if you go --
 14  over to the next page, Michael, so:
 15                   "Pandemic Epidemiology.
 16                  An influenza pandemic consists of
 17              two or more waves - or intense
 18              periods - of viral transmission.
 19                   The novel influenza virus
 20              displaces other circulating seasonal
 21              strains during the pandemic."
 22              So you guys were well aware that there
 23  could be two or more waves -- well, we were in two
 24  waves, but that was known as one of the
 25  possibilities when you did your assumptions, right?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 02              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And the idea that it
 03  would displace the seasonal influenza -- which I
 04  don't know whether that actually happened.  I think
 05  more people got inoculated, but that was an
 06  assumption that you may not have to deal with
 07  influenza; is that what that means?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that is what
 09  that is intended to mean, yes.
 10              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And then
 11  "Clinical Features":
 12                   "As with seasonal influenza,
 13              the severity of the pandemic cannot
 14              be predicted, may be partially
 15              determined by the effectiveness of
 16              interventions such as treatment with
 17              antivirals and is not easily
 18              determinable at the start of an
 19              outbreak."
 20              So I take it when you are planning for
 21  these, it is quite well-known that your regular
 22  treatment may not be effective.  It just wasn't
 23  predictable; correct?
 24              CLINT SHINGLER:  Can you say that
 25  again?
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, I am trying to
 02  understand this.  Sorry, I am moving quickly
 03  because I know you have got lots to cover.
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  That is okay.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  It says that the
 06  severity of the pandemic cannot be predicted.  It
 07  may be partially determined by the effectiveness of
 08  interventions such as treatment.
 09              So it was unknown as to how severe any
 10  pandemic would be.  This is influenza, but that
 11  would apply to any pandemic; correct?  The severity
 12  you don't know?
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that -- yes,
 14  that is fair, yeah.
 15              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, and I think --
 16  and I am putting this up because I think when you
 17  get to talk about the policy work you did, that was
 18  one of the issues with respect to the wider issue
 19  of viruses beyond influenza; correct?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, and that the
 22  effectiveness of interventions, you know, that was
 23  unknown too.
 24              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 25              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And the next line
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 01  talks about -- I'll just quickly go through this --
 02  the severity would depend on the individual.  So it
 03  was known that -- when you were preparing this, you
 04  were aware that different groups may be affected
 05  differently, like we talked about the very young or
 06  the very old, right?
 07              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then at the
 09  bottom, it says:
 10                   "Vulnerable populations that
 11              typically experience a
 12              disproportionate burden of negative
 13              health outcomes, or are more
 14              vulnerable to these outcomes,
 15              because of the effects of the social
 16              determinants of health are more
 17              severely affected by the pandemic
 18              [...]"
 19              So people with co-morbidities, such as
 20  in long-term care, it would be predictable that
 21  they would be more affected, right?
 22              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, depending on the
 23  nature of the virus.
 24              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, but as we have
 25  just talked about, when you are preparing for this,
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 01  it can't possibly be known, right?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Right.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So I just want to look
 04  at the glossary of terms because this document at
 05  the front referred to the fact that it is supposed
 06  to be used by employers and employees of long-term
 07  care we went through, but there is one thing about
 08  this document I just want to point out.
 09              If we could go to page 20, Michael.
 10  You have a list of glossary terms, and I just want
 11  to make sure -- if you go to page 20.  Okay.  So
 12  I'll just pick one, and you could pick a number of
 13  them.  "Cohorting", which is an issue we are
 14  dealing with when we look at long-term care people.
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Uhm-hmm.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it gives a
 17  definition:
 18                   "The assignment of a geographic
 19              area such as a room or a care area
 20              to two or more clients/patients
 21              [...]"
 22              And it goes on, and then it says a
 23  source.  And if you push on this source -- if this
 24  works the way it worked for me today, like it can't
 25  be reached.
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 01              Has this -- we saw that you, you know,
 02  we could get Mr. Williams' picture, but information
 03  about cohorting, you can't.  Was this document ever
 04  updated?
 05              CLINT SHINGLER:  The document -- yes,
 06  but the document that it is linking to is -- it is
 07  called "Routine Practices and Additional
 08  Precautions in All Health Care Settings".  It is a
 09  Public Health document on Public Health Ontario's
 10  website, and it is a quite well established
 11  document that really drives routine IPAC and
 12  occupational health and safety.
 13              So it does -- it can still be found on
 14  Public Health Ontario's website, and it is promoted
 15  routinely, including during seasonal flu --
 16  seasonal influenza planning.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So while I was trying
 18  to illustrate that, and -- sorry, I think I had
 19  some feedback.
 20              I take it then it is fair to say,
 21  though, if some were looking online -- because we
 22  talked about this being what is available for a
 23  pandemic plan -- you couldn't link to it, but it is
 24  available in the Public Health Ontario website; is
 25  that what I am to understand?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 02              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  So now we
 03  are on the MERP.  I think we are at page 6 now,
 04  unless you have got more to say about the Pandemic
 05  Influenza Plan?
 06              CLINT SHINGLER:  So the MERP, the
 07  Ministry's Emergency Response Plan, generally
 08  provides information about -- so it is a general
 09  emergency response plan and provides information
 10  about how the Ministry of Health and the Ministry
 11  of Long-Term Care would lead or support the
 12  response to an emergency through health system
 13  coordination and direction.
 14              This plan is -- I think it is more of
 15  an internal focus and on the coordination of the
 16  system and serves as a bit more of a backbone of
 17  some of the other plans, like the Ontario Health
 18  Plan that we just reviewed.
 19              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So let's take a
 20  quick look at that, at document number 4, and while
 21  we are pulling that up, Mr. Shingler, I take it
 22  this is how the government anticipates to operate
 23  when there is an emergency, right?  This is how the
 24  Ministry of Health plans to operate?
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  The Ministry, yes.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can just go
 02  to page 16.  So if you can blow that up, please,
 03  Michael, so somebody over the age of 40 can see it.
 04  All right.  It says:
 05                   "The decision to move to
 06              Activation Status is generally made
 07              by the Director of EMB, Executive
 08              Lead or at the request of the Chief
 09              Medical Officer of Health."
 10              So is that -- to activate this plan,
 11  those people have the authority to do so, including
 12  the Chief Medical Officer of Health?
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  To activate the
 14  Ministry's Emergency Operations Centre and the
 15  emergency response, yes.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So was that done in
 17  this case?  Was that done, and if so, when would it
 18  have been done?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  It was done in this
 20  case.  I think the exact date would have been more
 21  around the time of our first -- of our initial
 22  case.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Which ironically was a
 24  year ago today, January 25th.
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  But that really -- it
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 01  is really an outward signal of activation.
 02  Obviously, there would have been a lot of activity
 03  in the emergency management structure leading up to
 04  that.  So it doesn't -- I think what I want to try
 05  and explain is that there is still a lot happening
 06  internally before that activation is decided and a
 07  lot of communication prior to that time as well.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And just
 09  to put it in sequence, I mean, this is some month
 10  and a half, at least, before the provincial
 11  emergency was --
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  -- initiated in the
 14  middle of March, right?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can just go
 17  to page 18.  So this is the "Ministry Emergency
 18  Response Structure", and it says:
 19                   "The following sections outline
 20              the structure by which decisions are
 21              made, documented and carried out
 22              during the response to an emergency.
 23              The structures and processes
 24              outlined in the following sections
 25              apply when the Ministry of Health
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 01              and Long-Term Care emergency
 02              response status is at Activation
 03              Status; however, components of these
 04              structures can be used to support
 05              the MOHLTC response to an emerging,
 06              critical health issue."
 07              Okay?  And then it says:
 08                   "Decision makers are
 09              responsible for ensuring that the
 10              processes they use and decisions
 11              that they make are based on
 12              evidence, legislation, the
 13              precautionary principle, Ontario
 14              Public Service values, health equity
 15              and the MOHLTC's Emergency
 16              Communication Principles."
 17              Okay?
 18              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 19              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So this is the
 20  response structure, and I am going to go through
 21  it, just so I understand it.  So this would have
 22  been in place at least -- maybe throughout, but it
 23  would have been in place from the date of the
 24  activation in late January right to the end, or
 25  would it be until the provincial emergency is
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 01  called in March, or does it evolve as we bring in
 02  McKinsey and all those other people?
 03              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think this is the
 04  backbone of how we started responding, and it
 05  certainly evolved from there as the situation
 06  escalated.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So it evolved as in
 08  changed?
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  Evolved as in changed,
 10  yes.
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So it says:
 12                   "Political/Bureaucratic
 13              Leadership.
 14                  The Ministry Action Group may
 15              receive direction from political or
 16              bureaucratic leadership, including
 17              the Premier, the Minister of Health
 18              and Long-Term Care, the Deputy
 19              Minister and the Cabinet Committee
 20              on Emergency Management."
 21              And later in this document, you
 22  describe what the MAG is, but I wonder, if you go
 23  to -- if you turn over to the next page, Michael,
 24  and it says -- if you could blow that up, please,
 25  Michael:
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 01                   "Membership of the MAG is
 02              established by the DM as the
 03              emergency response requires.  The
 04              MAG always includes:"
 05              And it goes through a number of people,
 06  including the Chief Medical Officer of Health and
 07  the Executive Lead.
 08              So if you go back to page 18, Michael,
 09  and it says:
 10                   "The MAG may provide executive
 11              leadership for the MOHLTC's
 12              emergency response during Activation
 13              Status [...]"
 14              And then it goes below that:
 15                   "The MAG provides strategic
 16              direction to the Executive Lead and
 17              Ministry Emergency Operations Centre
 18              Command with respect to the
 19              response.  It is activated and
 20              chaired by the DM.  The MAG may also
 21              provide strategic advice to the
 22              minister on the use of his/her
 23              emergency powers under the Health
 24              Protection and Promotion Act or to
 25              the Lieutenant Governor in Council
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 01              or Premier with its recommendation
 02              on the declaration of a provincial
 03              emergency."
 04              So am I to understand from all that
 05  that the MAG exists independent of emergencies or
 06  is it only brought in to existence after an
 07  activation?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think we have had
 09  many different permutations of when a MAG exists or
 10  doesn't exist in different kinds of incidents and
 11  crises.
 12              So there have been times without an
 13  emergency declaration where the MAG has functioned
 14  and times where it hasn't, and so it does depend on
 15  the nature of the event and the circumstances.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So there isn't a
 17  standing MAG, as it were?  The MAGs are
 18  event-specific?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we just go over
 21  to page 20, it says:
 22                   "An Executive Lead may lead the
 23              MOHLTC's response to an emergency,
 24              particularly when the MOHLTC is the
 25              lead ministry.  The CMOH typically
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 01              plays this role for emergencies that
 02              fall under the MOHLTC's Order in
 03              Council responsibility of 'human
 04              health, disease and epidemics'
 05              [...].  Alternatively, the DM may
 06              choose to assign senior leadership
 07              of the emergency response to the ADM
 08              of a relevant division, depending on
 09              the nature of the emergency."
 10              And it goes on to say:
 11                   "The Executive Lead:
 12                  - provides input into the
 13              response objectives and strategies
 14              of the IAP, if MAG is not
 15              established [...]
 16                   - oversees the work of MEOC
 17              Command.
 18                   - briefs senior government
 19              leadership to provide situational
 20              and operational updates [...]
 21                  - participates on the MAG [...]
 22                  - approves published messaging
 23              [...]
 24                  - functions as one of the
 25              MOHLTC's spokespersons."
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 01              In this emergency, was the Chief
 02  Medical Officer of Health designated the Executive
 03  Lead?
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  It evolved -- yes, it
 05  evolved with him -- as him being the Executive Lead
 06  initially and continued on from there.  So it
 07  certainly, yes, started that way and carried on as
 08  the structure evolved.
 09              But he would have been the general, you
 10  know, Executive Lead, given his powers and given
 11  the nature of this particular emergency, which was
 12  a pandemic.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But I mean, when you
 14  say "evolved", I take it like -- is it evolve or
 15  devolve, because I see that when we get down to the
 16  charts, it seems to be -- it is less the focus
 17  point than, say, the Deputy Minister; is that fair
 18  to say?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that is fair
 20  to say, that, you know, we expanded the structure,
 21  you know, well beyond.
 22              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  If we go over,
 23  there is a discussion about the Chief Medical
 24  Officer of Health at page 21, and just to be clear,
 25  it says:
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 01                   "In addition to being the
 02              MOHLTC's Executive Lead for
 03              emergencies that fall under the
 04              MOHLTC's OIC responsibility for
 05              'human health, disease and
 06              epidemics' and PHU emergency
 07              responses, the CMOH has a number of
 08              legislated powers under the HPPA
 09              that pertain to emergency management
 10              that can be used when required
 11              [...]"
 12              And then they list them.
 13              So if he is the Executive Lead, he
 14  still has -- and it is never taken away from him --
 15  his legislative powers under the HPPA; correct?
 16              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then it says:
 18                   "The CMOH may also play one or
 19              more of the following roles during
 20              the response to an emergency:
 21                  - directs PHO to provide
 22              technical and operational support to
 23              any person or entity in an emergency
 24              or outbreak situation [...]"
 25              Is that a role he played, or is that a
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 01  role that PHO, Ontario Health, did on their own?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it is a role
 03  that PHO really plays on their own in support of us
 04  generally, and that has been operationalized
 05  through a number of different responses over the
 06  years.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  And then there
 08  is the "Executive Lead Advisory Group" and:
 09                   "The Executive Lead may choose
 10              to invite technical specialists
 11              (scientific, legal, policy [...]) to
 12              participate on an Advisory Group to
 13              support his/her decision making
 14              process."
 15              And I know you were an advisor to the
 16  Chief Medical Officer of Health.  So was there an
 17  Executive Lead advisory group in this instance to
 18  the Chief Medical Officer of Health when -- well,
 19  while he was Executive Lead?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think Public Health
 21  Ontario was considered certainly advisory in that
 22  sense and a lot of the advisory was incorporated
 23  into the Command Table structure, and, you know,
 24  with subsequent evolutions, you know, for example,
 25  would have included the bioethicist group, the
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 01  science table, the data -- you know, the data
 02  experts and so on from there.
 03              So it wasn't -- it didn't take that
 04  specific form as spelled out in the plan but
 05  evolved into the structure that we had for this
 06  pandemic.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And so if
 08  we can go to page 23, and I am going to steal a
 09  little of your thunder later, but just while we
 10  have got it -- while we just explain that.  I know
 11  you are going to explain this chart a little later,
 12  but just because we went through that and the
 13  Commissioners will have it in their head at the
 14  moment, you have a MEOC command.  So that is the
 15  operational side, right?
 16              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  That is who carrying
 18  it out?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And to the left -- I
 21  don't know if Michael -- there you go.  The
 22  Executive Lead.  So that would have -- and the
 23  Chief Medical Officer of Health or such other
 24  person identified as Executive Lead; correct?
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then they would
 02  deal with the Ministry action group, and then if it
 03  would go up to the political leadership; correct?
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So it was a relatively
 06  flat structure that was contemplated; fair enough?
 07              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And just to be clear,
 09  this plan does not change the powers that
 10  individuals have; correct?  Like the Chief Medical
 11  Officer of Health still has his legislative powers;
 12  correct?
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 14              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it is anticipated
 15  that the Minister would still have his or her
 16  power?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And Cabinet would
 19  still have its power?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  I am sorry
 22  to take that time, but I think it is important that
 23  the Commissioners get to see the structure, and
 24  then we can move on.
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.  So then the
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 01  next slide is slide 7, and this gets into the next
 02  iteration of planning that we embarked on with
 03  respect to infectious diseases.  This planning
 04  is -- the acronym is EIRD.  It stands for Emerging
 05  Infectious Respiratory Disease, and it outlines the
 06  health system's initial response actions to confirm
 07  a human case of a novel infectious respiratory
 08  disease.
 09              And the genesis of this work started in
 10  2012, 2013, when the MERS, also a coronavirus,
 11  started to emerge.  Part of this planning included
 12  a road map for health care organizations.  It
 13  spelled out how it would issue guidance based on
 14  the emerging epidemiology and science of a novel
 15  virus, working with Public Health Ontario, and how
 16  we would notify the health care system of a novel
 17  virus.
 18              And so generally this broadened
 19  planning -- started to broaden planning beyond
 20  influenza, really dealing with the vigilance around
 21  an emerging virus elsewhere and, you know, the
 22  vigilance for the potential of importation and
 23  containing the importation of a first case and how
 24  we would address, you know, the first initial case
 25  in Ontario.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So let me -- if I
 02  could just take up document 27.  Now, we have not
 03  heard about this document before.  When a
 04  presentation -- many of these documents you are
 05  about to go through were never discussed -- and you
 06  weren't here, so it is not your issue, but was
 07  never discussed in the preparatory session that was
 08  given to the Commissioners on September 8th.
 09              So they were told about the OHPIP.  If
 10  you read -- I think it might be 26, Michael.  If
 11  you read the Auditor General's report, she doesn't
 12  mention any of this.
 13              And I have got to tell you, we had a
 14  hard time finding it, and we find no mention of it
 15  as a document referred to in our database as
 16  something people talk about.  Like I am assuming
 17  this document is there, but when I went, as I did,
 18  and put "emerging infectious diseases" in the
 19  database of, you know, the documents the government
 20  provided, I don't see anybody talking about this
 21  document.
 22              Is this an inside government document
 23  that only a few people dealt with, or was this
 24  widely known?  Because so far this is the first
 25  time we have heard about it.
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  The document itself --
 02  that document itself would have been more of an
 03  internal document.  However, a lot of the products
 04  of the planning, the guidance documents for MERS,
 05  which are also on this list, some of the roadmaps
 06  that you described and some of the webinars that,
 07  you know, were generated from this planning would
 08  have been communicated out to the system.
 09              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  Well, I can
 10  tell you I would appreciate the government showing
 11  me where it was communicated -- this document was
 12  communicated out to the system, because if you read
 13  the Introduction -- if we go to the "Introduction",
 14  Michael -- it says right on it, right there at the
 15  bottom above "Assumptions":
 16                   "The Chief Medical Officer of
 17              Health will notify health care
 18              providers and organizations when to
 19              use this document [...]"
 20              And sorry, maybe it is there, and
 21  perhaps you might show it to me, I haven't seen any
 22  notification to the health care workers or health
 23  care providers and organizations that this document
 24  was to apply.  Do you know if an announcement went
 25  out that this document was to apply?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  No, as I said, this
 02  document was more internal.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, and in this
 04  document, it covers -- it seems to me, anyway, it
 05  covers many of the same topic areas that the OHPIP,
 06  which is -- you know, I think we saw was seven
 07  volumes or six volumes, but it covers many of the
 08  things like laboratory testing, notifications,
 09  Public Health Units.
 10              Like is it duplicative of that?  Is it
 11  additive of that?  Is it different than that?  Like
 12  we got documents talking about the same thing.  I
 13  am just trying to understand, if someone looks at
 14  it, which document takes precedence?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Over the flu plan, I
 16  would consider this additive or different.  It
 17  was -- it covers similar ground insofar as it is
 18  infectious disease based, but really trying to
 19  break out more of the initial emergence of a virus
 20  and more detail on that aspect.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  All right.  And
 22  then the next part of this, unless you have more to
 23  say about that?
 24              CLINT SHINGLER:  The next -- oh, the
 25  next slide?
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Yes.  And I think, as
 02  I understand it, you are going to talk about the
 03  Ebola Step-Down Plan.
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then you are going
 06  to talk about Ready and Resilient, and I take it
 07  they kind of flow together, and when you describe
 08  it, you may want to describe how that works.
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.  So in 2016, on
 10  slide 8 -- between 2014 and 2016, the health sector
 11  responded to the potential of an importation of
 12  Ebola Virus Disease, so a different virus
 13  altogether, not in the respiratory family but a
 14  viral hemorrhagic fever.
 15              And it necessitated different planning,
 16  and at the time, a number of, you know, guidance
 17  directives were also issued specifically for that
 18  virus and a number of different planning parameters
 19  or planning activities were launched.
 20              This document here is -- was the
 21  step-down plan.  So it was intended to wind down
 22  the health systems response to Ebola.  So it tended
 23  to address some of the lessons learned from that
 24  experience into this particular document.
 25              So it served to rescind the sort of
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 01  directives and guidance that was in place at the
 02  time and instill some baseline expectations for
 03  infectious diseases.
 04              From this plan -- zooming into the last
 05  bullet on the slide, from this plan, we -- you
 06  know, there was an understanding that a more
 07  flexible and resilient health system and need for
 08  planning was needed to deal with sort of a broader
 09  spectrum of infectious disease threats.
 10              And so the need for that baseline, as
 11  recognized in this plan, resulted in the creation
 12  of the Ministry's Ready and Resilient Health System
 13  Policy framework.  So the planning for that started
 14  in 2016.
 15              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And that is the next
 16  slide, right?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  That is the next
 18  slide.
 19              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So we'll take them
 20  both -- I'll ask you questions both together to
 21  show the documents.
 22              CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.  So the Ready
 23  and Resilient Health System, this was a paper that
 24  was put out in 2018.  The framework is intended to
 25  address health system readiness to respond to
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 01  complex disruptions on a hazard sector or
 02  activity-specific basis, remedy the patchwork of
 03  fragmented approaches that have limited the health
 04  system's ability to minimize and respond to
 05  disruptions and bring together some of these
 06  fragmented elements of planning towards a more
 07  sustainable approach.
 08              So the Ready and Resilient Health
 09  System was intended to sustain core capacities and
 10  resources within the health system, enable high
 11  quality performance during periods of stress, and
 12  to seek out and integrate learning and growth
 13  across the health system.
 14              So in terms of hazard-specific
 15  planning, you know, planning for each hazard and
 16  incident individually, recognizing as not being
 17  sustainable given the increasing diversity of
 18  hazards, and since every hazard -- and not just
 19  infectious disease but every hazard has the
 20  potential to affect the health of Ontarians and
 21  impact the health system, and it wanted to see
 22  readiness activities really take place at all
 23  times, before, during, and post-disruption.
 24              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I am going to take
 25  you through the documents, but it is fair to say
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 01  that as a policy person, you spent a great deal of
 02  time trying to make this a reality; correct?
 03              CLINT SHINGLER:  We spent a great deal
 04  of time trying to -- yes, we spent a great deal of
 05  time trying to define this as a goal, as a vision
 06  of where we wanted to take the work.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right, and I am saying
 08  that that work is not yet done as we come to, but I
 09  just want the Commissioners to understand that you
 10  devoted a great deal of time to this particular
 11  effort?
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  From what I can tell.
 14              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 15              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If we can go -- let's
 16  just take a look at the 2016 Ebola Step-Down Plan.
 17  I'll say this as well -- and I keep on repeating
 18  myself, and you keep responding saying -- number 6,
 19  please.  You keep on responding saying it was
 20  internal, but a hard time finding it.  I think I
 21  find 32 hits regarding Ebola in the database, and
 22  it is pretty hard to find the Ebola plan on the
 23  internet.  You can find it.  And it -- maybe,
 24  Michael, you can do that.  Let's go and check it
 25  out because there is something I want to ask you
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 01  about, and it may not be there is anything you can
 02  tell me about it, but let me just get this.
 03              So if you go on to the Ministry website
 04  with Ebola.  Let's just put "Ebola" in there, and
 05  we are on the website now.  All right?  And then I
 06  think you push the first one, Michael.  I think
 07  that is what we did when we did this -- when I
 08  looked at it this morning.  All right.  So this is
 09  what the website says, okay?  This is the right
 10  website, right, Ontario's Ebola Readiness; do you
 11  see that?
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And, Michael, if you
 14  can blow it up a little bit so people can read it.
 15  I am reading the line that says:
 16                   "After a large outbreak in West
 17              Africa in 2014, Ontario released a
 18              document to rescind the heightened
 19              precautions instituted at the time
 20              to establish baseline requirements
 21              for future infectious disease
 22              threats."
 23              So this is the document to which you
 24  refer.  When you push the word "document", which is
 25  the hot button, okay, and it says -- then you can
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 01  go down, and you can download the plan there.  We
 02  won't download it.  We will take a look at it in a
 03  second, but if you go back up, it says the document
 04  was published under a previous government.
 05              CLINT SHINGLER:  Uhm-hmm.
 06              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Like, if this is a
 07  document people are supposed to have regard to,
 08  does that not dissuade them from looking at it?
 09  Like why is that there?  I mean, you may not know.
 10  It may be some other Ministry's responsibility.
 11              CLINT SHINGLER:  My understanding is
 12  that that is not specific to our component of the
 13  website, but that expectation was put across, you
 14  know, on the website more broadly for a document
 15  that was released under a previous government.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But as an emergency
 17  preparedness expert, is this not, like, the wrong
 18  message?  It is as if it is not a current document.
 19  Does that not cause you concern as an emergency
 20  preparedness expert?
 21              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it is -- I
 22  don't think it is a concern so much as, you know,
 23  the content is still there.
 24              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  Well, I won't
 25  bore you with it.  We had the same problem when we
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 01  tried to find Dr. Walker's report, and you couldn't
 02  even get to it.  But this one you can get to.
 03              But why don't we -- we won't get to it
 04  right now.  It is document 6.  So this is the
 05  document, right, Mr. Shingler?
 06              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And if we
 08  can go to page 10, so just so I break this down for
 09  the Commissioners, the Ebola virus happened.  There
 10  were directions given by the Chief Medical Officer
 11  of Health, and at the end of it, there was a
 12  consideration that you need to move to what you
 13  called a readiness and preparedness -- or Ready and
 14  Resilient Plan, right?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  So if we
 17  can go to page 10.  Blow that up, please, Michael.
 18  And it says in the first -- that paragraph after
 19  the first one:
 20                   "The adoption of the Chief
 21              Medical Officer of Health Ebola
 22              virus disease directives established
 23              a new baseline for health system
 24              readiness and preparedness.  While
 25              the outbreak in West Africa has
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 01              ended, it is important that the
 02              lessons learned over the past few
 03              years are not forgotten.  To that
 04              end, this plan sets out requirements
 05              for a baseline of health system
 06              readiness and will enable HWCs and
 07              organizations to prepare for and
 08              effectively manage and respond to
 09              future infectious disease threats
 10              through an integrated and resilient
 11              process."
 12              And it says:
 13                   "This plan represents the first
 14              phase of this process and comprises
 15              three key parts:"
 16              And then it lists them.
 17              But this is the first phase, right?
 18  This is not a final document; correct?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  This was a final
 20  document that was communicated to the health system
 21  at the time.  It was intended to be the launching
 22  point of a broader process, of a broader policy
 23  process.
 24              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But I take it the
 25  broader policy process was to end up with a
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 01  comprehensive plan; correct?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  And not just a plan
 05  but a broader program and really governance over
 06  all manner of health threats.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So if we go to
 08  page 13, and it says, just above the quote there,
 09  the bubble there:
 10                   "The Ministry of Health and
 11              Long-Term Care has developed this
 12              plan, Building a Ready and Resilient
 13              Health System, to help enable the
 14              systems, structures, skills and
 15              culture to maintain readiness and to
 16              protect health care workers and all
 17              Ontarians.  This plan is for
 18              hospitals, paramedic services,
 19              primary care organizations and
 20              public health units and identifies
 21              baseline requirements for health
 22              system readiness for infectious
 23              disease threats in Ontario."
 24              So am to understand long-term care
 25  facilities would be a primary care organization?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  No, I don't think it
 02  was intended for inclusion as a primary health --
 03  as a primary care organization, but I think the
 04  ready and resilient planning was intended to be
 05  inclusive of the entire health system.
 06              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So whether they
 07  are included in that, but the end product where you
 08  were trying to get to would have impacts on that
 09  long-term care sector?
 10              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So if I can go
 12  to page 15.  So these are the three phases,
 13  "Baseline Requirements", which is this document,
 14  and you were working towards Phase 2 and 3,
 15  "Strengthening Readiness and "Building Resilience",
 16  right?
 17              CLINT SHINGLER:  Conceptually, yes.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if you go
 19  further on, I don't -- if you go to page 19, 20,
 20  21, it talks about engineering controls -- I am not
 21  going to take you through the details --
 22  administrative controls, personal protective
 23  equipment, education and training.  Now, all of
 24  these things are also in the O HPIP we looked at
 25  from 2013, correct, all these topic areas?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 02              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  PPE considerations in
 03  the OHPIP, training you can find, and education
 04  discussed in the OHPIP, administrative controls.
 05              So again, is this a duplicate of that,
 06  additive?  How is one to read these documents?
 07              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it could be
 08  interpreted as additive, and certainly whereas the
 09  OHPIP dealt with influenza specifically, this was
 10  intended to broaden the -- you know, broaden the
 11  planning for infectious diseases and cast a wider
 12  net.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So eventually, if this
 14  was adopted, you may well not need to have the
 15  influenza plan because, for example, education and
 16  training you'll be talking about general education
 17  and training; correct?
 18              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think not
 19  necessarily, you know, ignoring the OHPIP or
 20  replacing it, but really supplementing it.  I think
 21  there is still tools from the Influenza Pandemic
 22  Plan, you know, that we -- as I was about to
 23  explain in the deck, that we used and drew on for
 24  COVID.
 25              So it is intended to be -- it is
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 01  intended to supplement or be additive, and the
 02  ready and resilient work that we were pursuing was
 03  intended to be broader but to still have a lot of
 04  the similar tools for infectious diseases that, you
 05  know, we would expect the health system to utilize
 06  or refer to.
 07              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  At page 22, we are
 08  talking about training, and they provide hands-on
 09  practice tests and drills.  Sorry, Michael.  There
 10  you go.  Do you want to blow it up, please,
 11  Michael, a little bit:
 12                   "Provide hands-on practice
 13              tests and drills for HWCs at
 14              heightened risk of exposure.
 15                  Include content on:
 16                  - symptoms and mode of
 17              transmission of infectious diseases.
 18                  - use of routine practices and
 19              additional precautions."
 20              These things would also have been
 21  covered in the HPIP, right?
 22              CLINT SHINGLER:  In the OHPIP?
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  OHPIP, sorry.  Yeah,
 24  my apologies.
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Generally, yes, but I
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 01  think there is some expansion in some of the
 02  material there that -- and the meaning is not
 03  specific to flu, but broader infectious diseases, a
 04  broader suite of infectious diseases.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  So if we
 06  could go to page 41.  Now, this may not apply
 07  because of what you said, so my question may not be
 08  germane given what you have said.  This is a
 09  "Primary Care Organizations Checklist:  Baseline
 10  Requirements For Infectious Disease Threat
 11  Readiness", and it goes through a number of things.
 12  I have not seen this before, but was this, A,
 13  rolled out, and B, if it was rolled out, was it
 14  applicable to the long-term care community?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Well, the plan was
 16  rolled out and posted and circulated at the time in
 17  2016, but I don't think that Appendix particularly
 18  applied to long-term care.  It was more for primary
 19  care, like frontline positions.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, let me just then
 21  take you to document 5.  This is a slide deck
 22  August of 2016, which is a month after the plan
 23  that you just looked at, and if you go to the third
 24  page, and that sets the aspiration that the:
 25                   "The Ministry wants to build a
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 01              ready and resilient health system
 02              [...]"
 03              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 04              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we could just
 05  go to slide 10, and this is a road map and
 06  timeline, and it goes from August 26th to December
 07  2016 -- August 2016 to December 2016.  It says
 08  "Final Policy Document".
 09              Did you expect to have phases 2 and 3
 10  done, is that the original plan, by December of
 11  2016?
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  No, that step-down
 13  plan started us on the road to a policy process,
 14  and so really -- that timeline is really to sort of
 15  develop initial policy scoping materials but not to
 16  take us to, you know, the Phase 2 or Phase 3 as
 17  outlined in that plan.  But this was to really
 18  define the problem, define the policy that we
 19  wanted to proceed with.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So when did you expect
 21  to have a new plan?  In August -- or pardon me,
 22  July of 2016, the Minister announced that Phase 1
 23  is, I take it, complete.  When were you supposed to
 24  have a final plan, Phase 2 and 3 be done?  Did you
 25  have a timeline for that?
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 01              CLINT SHINGLER:  Not a -- I don't think
 02  there was a particular timeline for a plan, but in
 03  terms of the policy, we were hoping to have that
 04  defined in 2016 and then start discussions in terms
 05  of how -- you know, the level of approval and, you
 06  know, would this, for example, go up to the
 07  Minister or go up to Cabinet, and then start to
 08  design the program.
 09              So the first step really -- and I think
 10  Justine could sort of help supplement the answer
 11  here if she wants, but, you know, this really
 12  encompasses the policy process.
 13              And then once the approval of the
 14  policy would be there, then we would get into the
 15  program design elements, which would include, you
 16  know, what we would do with respect to plans.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So this continues, and
 18  there is a government change sometime in 2018.
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  2018.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Was there an
 21  understanding with the prior government as to how
 22  this was to work, or was that yet to be determined
 23  as well?
 24              CLINT SHINGLER:  So that we developed
 25  some of the initial policy products.  We did not
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 01  get -- I think the intention was to carry those
 02  forward and have those discussions.  Ultimately we
 03  took it to the policy product.  It didn't get any
 04  further than that before the change of government.
 05              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So let's just take a
 06  look at document 9.
 07              JUSTINE HARTLEY:  Sorry, John, could I
 08  just add a little bit to what Clint just said?
 09              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Yes, please go ahead,
 10  Justine.  Sorry.
 11              JUSTINE HARTLEY:  So the Ebola
 12  Step-Down Plan was really our first step on our
 13  journey to a ready and resilient health system, and
 14  that plan did exist for those four types of
 15  organizations that we have mentioned, so the
 16  paramedic services, hospitals, Public Health and
 17  primary care, and it was focussed on infectious
 18  diseases.
 19              After the release of that and as we
 20  started to further evolve and develop that policy,
 21  we expanded it to what we now call the Ready and
 22  Resilient Health System, which is an all hazards
 23  plan, which encompasses all organizations within
 24  the health care system.
 25              So that timeline that you were
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 01  referring to no longer applied because it was
 02  really just focussed on that first step of our
 03  policy process.
 04              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So you are now -- but
 05  the Ready and Resilient Health System, as it is, is
 06  yet to be approved; correct?  Like, we are still in
 07  the development stages, as I understand it, of the
 08  wider sector?
 09              JUSTINE HARTLEY:  Yes.
 10              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Could we just go to --
 12  this is an August 2018 slide deck, and just go to
 13  page 3, and I know there are a number of slide
 14  decks, and there are other ones that you may have
 15  wanted me to take you to, but this is the one I
 16  found.
 17              So when you did your review, you found
 18  issues with the current system; is that correct?
 19  Like as you called "challenges for the health
 20  system"?
 21              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 22              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So there were
 23  inconsistent levels of readiness across the system,
 24  lack of strong networks to support readiness and
 25  response, inconsistent awareness of risks, lack of
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 01  comprehensive resource management, and inconsistent
 02  approach to training.  Those were all -- and you
 03  describe them here, but those were all deficiencies
 04  of the system as they existed that required you to
 05  consider building a ready and resilient health
 06  system; right?
 07              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If you can go to the
 09  next page, 4, part of what you are doing is
 10  recognizing, as you say here, the "Complexity,
 11  Science and Integrated Systems Perspective":
 12                   "This perspective recognizes
 13              the deep and complex
 14              interconnectedness among system
 15              actors with each other and their
 16              wider environments."
 17              So you are recognizing that you have to
 18  be a little more holistic as to how you approach
 19  the health care system and infectious disease;
 20  correct?
 21              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct, but broader
 22  than infectious diseases.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  This is the all-hazard
 24  part, right?
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Can you describe that?
 02  That is number 2.
 03              CLINT SHINGLER:  Sure.  You know, in
 04  addition to infectious diseases, we had embarked on
 05  responses to a number of crises, the Syrian refugee
 06  resettlement, some significant drug shortages,
 07  regular flood and forest fire evacuations.
 08  Although, I think, this document is 2018,
 09  certainly -- by then, certainly the Toronto van
 10  attack and the Danforth shooting may have occurred.
 11              So all of -- the resilience was
 12  intended to be more dynamic and applicable to a
 13  wider range of threats.
 14              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And if we
 15  can go to page 5, just at the bottom, what you were
 16  trying to do, and you are still trying to
 17  accomplish, is provide -- and you set out about
 18  five goals here.  One is to:
 19                   "Develop a clear understanding
 20              of roles and responsibilities for
 21              readiness activities and establish
 22              supporting processes, protocols, and
 23              accountabilities."
 24              That was one of the objectives?
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then another
 02  objective was to:
 03                   "Improve and enhance
 04              collaboration and trust among health
 05              workers, and health and non-health
 06              sector organizations."
 07              That was another objective?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 09              MICHAEL FINLEY:  Sorry, John, where are
 10  we?
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right there.
 12              MICHAEL FINLEY:  Thank you.
 13              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  The third one is:
 14                   "Strengthen the system's
 15              ability to rapidly and continuously
 16              detect, assess, and communicate risk
 17              and opportunities."
 18              Correct?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then the fourth
 21  was to:
 22                   "Ensure critical resources are
 23              available to health workers within a
 24              changing and evolving risk
 25              environment."
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 01              Correct?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And Justine and
 04  Jessica explained to us about the new plan for a --
 05  for example, the stockpile would fit in there,
 06  right, in that one?
 07              CLINT SHINGLER:  Under number 4, yes.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And 5 was:
 09                   "Ensure access to the
 10              information, education and training
 11              that health workers need to fulfil
 12              their roles within a changing and
 13              evolving risk environment."
 14              So that is the education component that
 15  we saw earlier; correct?
 16              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if we go to
 18  document 20.  And maybe you can tell me.  I am not
 19  exactly sure when this document was created, but it
 20  refers to Minister Elliot, so I am assuming it was
 21  after 2018.
 22              Do you recognize when this document
 23  would have been created?
 24              CLINT SHINGLER:  It would have been in
 25  2019, and I see the date is not on it, but it would
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 01  have been in 2019 as we were working to essentially
 02  update, repackage, and put this concept forward to
 03  this government.
 04              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And repackage insofar
 05  as they were planning other changes to the health
 06  system, and they had other priorities than the
 07  prior government?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.  A lot of the
 09  assumptions under the previous document had really
 10  changed under the new government, the creation of
 11  Ontario Health, Ontario Health Teams, some of the
 12  modernization of other parts of the health system
 13  and other health system processes.
 14              And so that was -- a lot of the work in
 15  2019 was to, you know, re-engineer that policy
 16  proposal and bring it forward.
 17              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if we can just go
 18  to slide 3 at the bottom, and I think this is what
 19  you were talking about, and it says:
 20                   "Responses to recent
 21              disruptions demonstrate that the
 22              traditional hazard-specific approach
 23              and risk-based planning do not
 24              address the complex nature of
 25              disruptions and their ability to
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 01              manifest unexpectedly.  This creates
 02              gaps and inefficiencies in the way
 03              we respond to disruptions, placing
 04              undue stress on vulnerable
 05              populations and communities and
 06              contributing to hallway health care
 07              in the province."
 08              So you were tying the current situation
 09  with, say, hallway health with the inefficiencies
 10  and addressing disruptions; correct?
 11              CLINT SHINGLER:  For that, yes.
 12              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  If we could go to the
 13  next one, it says at the bottom there:
 14                   "MOHLTC has not yet implemented
 15              a formal, all-hazards EM framework
 16              within the provincial health system
 17              that guides and supports the
 18              development of system readiness and
 19              resilience, which would enable local
 20              communities and service providers to
 21              recover from disasters faster, build
 22              back better and reduce future
 23              vulnerability."
 24              So that is what you are looking to get,
 25  is an all-hazard emergency management framework,
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 01  right?
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we can just
 04  go -- so just on the timing of this, this is page
 05  8, and so this is -- you are doing a timeline from
 06  2006 but you are starting -- you have got some
 07  other highlights here, but one is Minister Elliott,
 08  her statement about the solution lies in system
 09  transformation.  So you are recognizing that the
 10  political landscape may have changed somewhat and
 11  that we have discussed, your planning; is that
 12  correct?
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 14              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then if you go to
 15  page 11, this is what you are kind of trying to
 16  achieve, right?  You are trying to -- and I am
 17  going to do this really quickly because of timing,
 18  but if you go -- on the far left box, you are
 19  trying to clarify roles and responsibilities,
 20  enhance formal accountability, linkages, and you
 21  want to set provincial standards and objectives;
 22  correct?
 23              CLINT SHINGLER:  That's correct.
 24              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And on the middle one,
 25  you are wanting to enhance the integration so as to
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 01  eliminate inefficiencies; you want to modernize the
 02  programs through a digital platform; and you want
 03  to align with the procurement reform, and those are
 04  three that you want to deal with, correct?
 05              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 06              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And the procurement
 07  reform, I think Jessica mentioned that.  This is
 08  the centralization of purchasing, is it?
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  At the time of this
 10  particular slide deck, yes, but it also was
 11  intended to include, you know, supply chain reforms
 12  and storage reforms that the government were
 13  looking into.
 14              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  And then you
 15  are supporting the frontline worker regarding
 16  knowledge acquisition, set of core competences,
 17  integrated communication.  So the plan would then
 18  work to make sure the frontline workers knew what
 19  they were to do, I take it?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if you go to page
 22  22, this is a slide deck which is entitled "Impact
 23  on Health System and Ontarians At Maturity".  So
 24  this is where you want to get to; correct?
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I won't read it
 02  all, but it talks about ongoing provincial
 03  assessments.  It refers to faster mitigation and
 04  response to activities, making sure that you are
 05  better able to fulfil their role and all that.
 06  Right?  So this is where -- that is where you are
 07  trying to work to.
 08              And I take it -- and I think
 09  somewhere -- and I am not sure if it is in here or
 10  not, but your progress in that regard has been
 11  stalled somewhat because of the pandemic, is that
 12  fair to say, because you had the --
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 14              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  All right.  And is it
 15  anticipated that this new structure will be picked
 16  up after the pandemic, or do you not -- I recognize
 17  that might be a higher grade question, but what is
 18  your understanding?
 19              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it is my hope
 20  that it would, that we would carry on with that,
 21  but with the benefit of obviously, you know, a
 22  thorough review of how -- of the response to the
 23  pandemic and have that inform, you know, a future
 24  iteration of this particular product.
 25              I think a lot of what has happened in
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 01  COVID-19 already in some ways represents where --
 02  how we wanted to adapt to this work.  You know,
 03  Ontario Health, for example, is up and running and
 04  performing emergency management functions.  You
 05  know, supplies and equipment are already flowing in
 06  a certain way.
 07              So there is a lot already in progress
 08  that this policy was looking to create, and so
 09  really looking at the state of things after COVID
 10  and then using that to inform this would be ideal.
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  Let's go back
 12  to the slide deck.  I think we have probably
 13  covered up to slide 11.  Let me know if I have
 14  missed anything.
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  Uhm-hmm.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And you note here
 17  that -- I mean, the plans did not undergo a formal
 18  or planned review every year, but you were in the
 19  midst of doing all this work; correct?
 20              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yeah.  So we did miss
 21  slide 10, but I would just very quickly indicate
 22  that this guidance product for MERS in particular
 23  came out of the EIRD planning that we had spoken to
 24  before, and a lot of the initial guidance in COVID
 25  would have been modelled after our MERS experience.
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 01              And so this was a regularly updated and
 02  communicated guidance product to the system.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, that is
 04  interesting, because we put in the phrase "MERS
 05  coronavirus guidance", and got two hits of 130,000
 06  documents we have been provided.  So was this an
 07  internal document?  Like who was it provided to?
 08              CLINT SHINGLER:  No, it was issued to
 09  health system partners.  It would be communicated
 10  through memos from the Chief Medical Officer of
 11  Health or emails from our branch, and often --
 12  perhaps not annually, but often annually we would
 13  issue that in advance of the Hajj, obviously, which
 14  is an annual event, but that is -- but MERS
 15  circulating predominantly in the Middle East is
 16  when we would issue that guidance and remind the
 17  health system of that particular threat.
 18              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So would it have been
 19  sent out -- that guidance document been sent out in
 20  the period January to June of last year?  Do you
 21  know?
 22              CLINT SHINGLER:  Not of 2020, no.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Oh, I see.  So that is
 24  why -- okay.  Sorry.  So you and I are talking
 25  about different time frames.  So that document
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 01  would not have been circulated during COVID.
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  No.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But it is circulated
 04  at other times.  Okay.
 05              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, but it is here
 06  as, again, one of the planning resources that was
 07  drawn on for COVID.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.  Okay.
 09              CLINT SHINGLER:  And so then into slide
 10  11, so correct in what you are saying is that, you
 11  know, these documents that we have gone through,
 12  you know, did not undergo, like, a line-by-line
 13  review of every year, and as you sort of trace the
 14  history of this, as we experienced different
 15  emerging infectious disease threats, recognizing
 16  that the OHPIP did not apply to all of these
 17  threats, you know, we adapted our response,
 18  undertook these new arms of planning tailored to
 19  these specific threats and to address other aspects
 20  not covered.
 21              This process allowed us to really
 22  expand our general readiness more for infectious
 23  diseases, and I think I note in here as well that
 24  there was a continued annual seasonal influenza
 25  planning process.  So there was an annual process
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 01  going into the respiratory virus season that, you
 02  know, continues to stress routine precautions and
 03  so on and surge planning and obviously concurrent
 04  planning for all the other non-infectious disease
 05  threats that --
 06              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Sorry, just on the
 07  surge planning, just to stop you there, we have
 08  already heard there was no surge planning with
 09  respect to staff at the Ministry of Long-Term Care.
 10  Was there surge capacity -- was there surge
 11  planning for staffing in the wider health sector?
 12  Like, did it just -- or are you talking about --
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think it was more --
 14  I think it was less on staff, more on patient
 15  surge.
 16              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  Well, let's go
 17  to the next document.  I am cognizant of the time.
 18  Page 12 we -- unless you have something in addition
 19  to say that what we went over.  I think we covered
 20  this.
 21              CLINT SHINGLER:  No, I think we have
 22  covered this.
 23              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then what is
 24  number 13, slide 13?
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  So this is -- you will
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 01  find this graphic in the OHPIP, the health pandemic
 02  plan.  I think it is more of a -- a more broadly
 03  speaking example of how large health system
 04  responses would generally be structured, and so
 05  more externally focussed as opposed to the previous
 06  diagram.
 07              And then our ultimate structure for
 08  COVID really adapted from this, from our -- in
 09  tandem with that internal document and building on
 10  our previous experiences, for example, with Ebola.
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So I would read this
 12  that the Chief Medical Officer of Health was at the
 13  top, and I read the other one that others were at
 14  the top.  And I know when we looked after what
 15  happens, other people yet again are at the top.
 16              But in this description, is the Chief
 17  Medical Officer of Health the senior person?
 18              CLINT SHINGLER:  I think that would
 19  reflect his role as the Executive Lead, as was
 20  intended in the planning, and I think this wouldn't
 21  capture, I think, the broader government structure
 22  beyond the health system that you are referring to
 23  that eventually -- that, you know, was eventually
 24  an evolution during COVID.
 25              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And if we go to 14,
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 01  you have covered some of these.
 02              CLINT SHINGLER:  Uhm-hmm.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And when you say plans
 04  were exercised, these were actual events that you
 05  had to deal with, right, everything from the
 06  northern flooding in multiple years to cyber
 07  attacks of the health care providers to Syrian
 08  refugees?  Those were actual events you dealt with;
 09  correct?
 10              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 11              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And then you did an
 12  exercise for the Pan Am Games, and then you did a
 13  complex emergency matter involving Sunnybrook,
 14  right?
 15              CLINT SHINGLER:  There were -- yeah,
 16  the Pan Am Games was a series of a number of
 17  exercises, so there were several as part of that.
 18  The GTA Unified was one in 2019.  It was -- that
 19  the Toronto area in particular led, and we
 20  participated in.  There were additional exercise as
 21  well.  These are just examples of large ones.
 22              And then that deck also speaks to ones
 23  that were in development for 2020.
 24              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And I think we have
 25  heard there was no simulation or drill for a virus
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 01  pandemic, and there certainly wasn't, as I
 02  understand, any pandemic planning that involved the
 03  long-term care facilities; am I correct in all
 04  that?
 05              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.  I think the
 06  upcoming exercise that you see on there, the one
 07  that we were engaged in with the federal
 08  government, you know, would have -- and along with
 09  some of the ready and resilient work that we were
 10  hoping to have at this stage would have provided
 11  for that.
 12              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  But let's just go
 13  back.  From 2013 to 2020, none of that happened,
 14  correct, with respect to pandemic exercises and
 15  particularly pandemic exercises involving long-term
 16  care facilities between 2013 and 2020; that's
 17  correct?
 18              CLINT SHINGLER:  Correct.
 19              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  The next slide
 20  deck is the stockpile, and unless you are desperate
 21  to talk about the stockpile, I think we may be able
 22  to go past it.
 23              ERIC WAGNER:  John, before you move on,
 24  do you have any sense of how long you are going to
 25  be?  I know some of our witnesses have other
�0107
 01  meetings booked.
 02              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, we'll just go as
 03  fast as we can, Eric.  I mean, we don't have time
 04  to bring people back.  So why don't I just ask --
 05  we can read the rest of the slide deck.
 06              Let me just -- unless there is
 07  something that you would like to point out in the
 08  slide deck, let me just ask a couple of questions,
 09  because we can read the slide deck, and the
 10  Commissioners can read the slide deck.
 11              But one of the comments that caught me
 12  here was "No single plan would be useful", which is
 13  what you say on page 17, and when I read that this
 14  morning, I went in -- and maybe, Michael, you can
 15  do this.  Put in "British Columbia pandemic
 16  preparedness".
 17              So he is pulling up -- I just did this
 18  this morning.  So you can go to the website, which
 19  you can't do in Ontario, and go right to Pandemic
 20  preparedness in British Columbia.  It comes to a
 21  website, COVID, and then it says "Pandemic
 22  Provincial Coordination Plan", and maybe you can up
 23  that, and if you scroll down -- this is the
 24  province of British Columbia, and it is updated as
 25  of February, signed as of March 2020.  So they are
�0108
 01  obviously working on this.
 02              And if you just blow up the "Purpose"
 03  there.  We are not going to spend a lot of time on
 04  this.  If you blow that up a little, please,
 05  Michael.  It says:
 06                   "The British Columbia Pandemic
 07              Provincial Coordination Plan
 08              describes the provincial
 09              government's strategy for
 10              cross-ministry coordination,
 11              internal and external communications
 12              and provincial government business
 13              continuity in response to public
 14              health events that are pandemic in
 15              nature.  This plan fosters
 16              cooperation and collaboration among
 17              provincial government ministries
 18              involved in the active management of
 19              the consequences and policy needs
 20              associated with public health
 21              pandemics.  This plan is designed to
 22              complement [...] "
 23              And he refers to the Public Health
 24  Response Plan for Biological Events, and it says:
 25                   "This plan is not intended to
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 01              replace existing Ministry plans, but
 02              rather is intended to complement and
 03              when applicable, be used in
 04              conjunction with the existing suite
 05              of plans [...]"
 06              And it says:
 07                   "Biological agents are the
 08              cause of pandemics and include
 09              bacteria, viruses, fungi, other
 10              microorganisms and their associated
 11              toxins.  They can adversely affect
 12              human health in a variety of ways,
 13              ranging from relatively mild
 14              allergic reactions to serious
 15              medical conditions and even death.
 16              These organisms are widespread in
 17              the natural environment; they are
 18              found in water, soil, plants, and
 19              animals.
 20                   Pandemics can be naturally
 21              occurring disease outbreaks that
 22              occur at local, provincial, national
 23              and international levels."
 24              But my point is they have a plan that
 25  doesn't deal just with influenza, and it follows on
�0110
 01  the Federal Public Health Response Plan for
 02  biological events.  We don't have that.  Is that
 03  what you were trying to get to, was one all-purpose
 04  plan for all sorts of events?
 05              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.  I would add that
 06  this -- to me, this British Columbia plan, it deals
 07  with cross-government coordination.  So it would be
 08  roughly equivalent to that provincial coordination
 09  plan that I had presented earlier.  So not a
 10  product necessarily of the Ministry of Health but
 11  more of their Solicitor General equivalent.
 12              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Specifically -- my
 13  apologies.  Go ahead.
 14              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes, I think from my
 15  rough glance, as what you have gone through there,
 16  is intended to be a broader government coordination
 17  plan, like dealing with the role of other
 18  Ministries, as well as the Ministry of Health but
 19  not -- but also in answer to your question, yes,
 20  our ready and resilient approach, we wanted to get
 21  to a comprehensive infectious disease plan.
 22              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  So if you push on that
 23  little thing about the federal one, you'll get to
 24  the federal plan.
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
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 01              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And again, it
 02  addresses -- if you go down to the "Executive
 03  Summary", it addresses the need for plans that are
 04  not just dealing with influenza.  This is 2018, and
 05  I am assuming that somewhere the province was
 06  there.
 07              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.
 08              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  And it is supposed to
 09  deal with getting everybody on the same page in
 10  respect of planning as it relates to not just
 11  influenza but the wider infectious disease.
 12              And I take it what you are saying is
 13  you were in the midst of working with that on the
 14  ready and resilient, because I don't see one that
 15  is responsive to this --
 16              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yes.  We fed into this
 17  plan as it was being developed by them and pushed
 18  for that all-hazards approach, and we wanted to
 19  undertake a similar approach here.
 20              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  So you know
 21  what?  I know people have other places to be.
 22              I don't want to -- I know I took a lot
 23  of time.  I don't know if there is anything else in
 24  the slide deck you feel --
 25              CLINT SHINGLER:  Yeah, there was a good
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 01  section of the slide deck getting into the response
 02  structure stuff.
 03              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Right.
 04              CLINT SHINGLER:  But I don't know how
 05  much you want to --
 06              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Well, I would love to
 07  do that, but I don't know what everybody's time is
 08  like.  I don't know if the Commissioners have a
 09  little bit of time.  I mean, Mr. Shingler has time,
 10  it sounds like.
 11              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 12              Well, I think, John, we should try to
 13  finish this, unless people's schedules don't
 14  permit.
 15              But the question is -- you know, we
 16  said an hour and a half.  We are now at two hours.
 17  But if there is a couple of -- if there is some
 18  information we should get in order to get the full
 19  flavour of the presentation, then I think we should
 20  get it.
 21              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay then.
 22              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 23              But perhaps we can let Mr. Shingler go
 24  through the slides that he wants to ask us about.
 25              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Okay.  I will reserve
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 01  my questions.  Mr. Shingler, I think -- is this
 02  where you wanted to start?
 03              CLINT SHINGLER:  I didn't know if
 04  perhaps Alison wanted to deal with the Command
 05  Table piece.  I am happy to get into this as well
 06  and elaborate as well where I can.
 07              ALISON BLAIR:  Okay.  Great.  I think
 08  we'll run very quickly through this, and then if
 09  there are questions, we are happy to take them.
 10              So next slide, please.
 11              So I think we have talked about the
 12  Health Coordination Table previously with the
 13  Commissioners.  By the way, hello.  Sorry, I forgot
 14  to do that part.
 15              So we spoke before about what is now
 16  the Health Coordination Table and the establishment
 17  of it in February so that we would have that
 18  coordination role across the health system, and we
 19  had three Co-Chairs, Dr. David Williams, the
 20  Executive Lead as we have spoken about here, Helen
 21  Angus, the Deputy Minister of Health, and Matthew
 22  Anderson, the President and CEO of Ontario Health,
 23  which in the beginning had a lot -- already had a
 24  lot of cross-Ministry representation, including
 25  from long-term care and seniors and accessibility.
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 01              So it very much included the long-term
 02  care work even before the development of the
 03  Incident Management Structure Table for long-term
 04  care.
 05              We talk here about the work streams
 06  evolving over time to be responsive to what was
 07  going on in the pandemic, and an important point
 08  below -- and I think this has been made before --
 09  that despite what its name was at the start,
 10  Command Table, it did not replace the
 11  decision-making structures or accountabilities of
 12  the people on the Health Coordination Table or
 13  their organizations.
 14              The next slide shows the diagram of how
 15  it began and how we had envisioned.  You have seen
 16  in other slides the structure that the -- the IMS
 17  structure that had been presented, and this was the
 18  adaptation of that to include the parties that were
 19  involved at the beginning of the response in March.
 20  Obviously, the Ministry's Emergency Operations
 21  Centre, in doing the work that is in other slides
 22  that you can just read about what the sequence of
 23  events was, but the MEOC had been activated and
 24  also active even before being activated in this
 25  work.
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 01              But this outlined the roles and
 02  responsibilities and specifically of Ontario
 03  Health, Public Health Ontario, the Ministry, and a
 04  number of tables that have been identified here
 05  already.
 06              So I think that is -- if we go to the
 07  next slide.  You can see, as it evolved, there were
 08  sub-tables that became involved as topics were
 09  needed to be covered, and I think we have, again,
 10  provided information and covered some of this as
 11  the need evolved and some that are still very much
 12  active and some that were inactive for a period of
 13  time and then had been activated again because of
 14  different needs within the pandemic.
 15              And I think those are the slides that
 16  show the -- yeah, you have got a couple of slides
 17  about what those sub-tables are.  I know we have
 18  shared that information before.
 19              And then I think the next few slides
 20  about the planning activities, I think we have
 21  covered off much of this during the discussion,
 22  including this just gives the exact date, the
 23  January 27th date when the Ministry Emergency
 24  Operations Centre was activated.  We talked about
 25  that a little bit earlier in our meeting.
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 01              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Can I ask a
 02  question about the first slide you showed, the
 03  structure.
 04              ALISON BLAIR:  Certainly, Commissioner.
 05              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  So at the
 06  top, there is the Minister and Minister's Office.
 07  Is that Minister of Health?
 08              ALISON BLAIR:  That is how we
 09  envisioned it at the beginning, and since that
 10  time, we now report in on a weekly basis to the
 11  Minister of Health and the Minister of Long-Term
 12  Care, and as needed, where there are
 13  responsibilities for other Ministries, for example,
 14  for retirement homes, that is briefed up to the
 15  Minister of Seniors and Accessibility as well.
 16              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Okay.  And at
 17  the Command Table, is the Minister of Long-Term
 18  Care -- or sorry, the Deputy Minister with the
 19  Deputy Minister of Health, and Matt Anderson, is he
 20  there as well?
 21              ALISON BLAIR:  So the Deputy Minister
 22  of Long-Term Care, Deputy Richard Steele, is in
 23  assistance at the Health Coordination Table now and
 24  was very soon -- we can find out exactly when he
 25  began to attend what was called the Command Table
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 01  initially, but certainly he was involved.  We also
 02  have deputies -- the Deputy from Ministry of
 03  Seniors and Accessibility from a retirement home
 04  perspective attend as well.
 05              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Thank you.
 06              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 07              Just one question.  On that timeline,
 08  there is a briefing on January 2nd.  Do we have
 09  that briefing, a copy of that?
 10              ALISON BLAIR:  Clint or Justine, do you
 11  know what we provided?
 12              CLINT SHINGLER:  It is Clint.  I don't
 13  know, but that would have been referring to the
 14  information we had received from the Public Health
 15  Agency of Canada regarding --
 16              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):  I
 17  understand what it is referring to.  I just wonder,
 18  is there any reason why we can't get a copy of
 19  that?
 20              KRISTIN SMITH:  It is Kristin here,
 21  Commissioner Marrocco.  I don't see any reason for
 22  that.  We will double-check whether we provided it
 23  to you.  I don't know that it was an actual
 24  briefing.  I would ask Clint or Justine to
 25  elaborate on that, or whether it was a document
�0118
 01  received --
 02              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 03              It says it is -- as you can see, it
 04  says it is a "situation report".  I don't know
 05  whether -- you mean whether it was oral or in
 06  writing?
 07              KRISTIN SMITH:  That's right.
 08              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 09              Well, if it is oral, if there is a note
 10  about it, it would be helpful.  Does anyone have a
 11  sense of, on January 2nd, what they were reacting
 12  to?
 13              CLINT SHINGLER:  It is Clint,
 14  Commissioner.  So it was a written -- I believe it
 15  was a written note from the Public Health Agency of
 16  Canada, and it was in response to reports of a
 17  viral pneumonia in China.
 18              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 19              Well, if we could get a copy of it,
 20  that would be helpful.  If there is some
 21  difficulty, then let us know, and we have a
 22  procedure for dealing with that
 23  U/T         KRISTIN SMITH:  Certainly, we will look
 24  into that.
 25              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
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 01              Thank you.
 02              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  I think that
 03  concludes, subject to any more comments that the
 04  presenters want to make.
 05              KRISTIN SMITH:  I believe there are a
 06  couple more slides in the deck.  I don't know if
 07  the presenters wanted to go through those.
 08              ALISON BLAIR:  I don't think there is
 09  anything that we particularly wanted to call to
 10  attention, but if there are questions, we can
 11  certainly respond.
 12              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 13              And certainly if after today you think
 14  that there is something that we particularly need
 15  to pay attention to which you didn't refer us to,
 16  if you could just tell John, he'll make sure it
 17  gets in front of us.
 18              CLINT SHINGLER:  Okay.
 19              JOHN CALLAGHAN:  Thank you, everybody.
 20              COMMISSIONER FRANK MARROCCO (CHAIR):
 21              Well, thank you very much for a very
 22  thorough presentation and, Mr. Shingler, you got
 23  asked most of the questions.  I think it goes
 24  without saying that we don't think you are
 25  personally responsible for everything you had to
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 01  answer for, but we do appreciate your responses to
 02  help us with that.  Thank you very much.
 03              COMMISSIONER JACK KITTS:  Thank you.
 04              COMMISSIONER ANGELA COKE:  Thank you.
 05  
 06              -- Adjourned at 1:20 p.m.
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 01                   CLARIFICATIONS
 02  
 03  PAGE/LINE   COMMENT
 04  37/4        Clint says "the plans were to deal
 05              with the coordination of the health
 06              system including the long-term care
 07              facilities, correct?"  The "?" at the
 08              end of the sentence should be removed.
 09  
 10  38/12       Clint says "it is supportive of the
 11              Ontario Health plan".  This may be
 12              changed to Ontario Health Pandemic
 13              Influenza Plan (for clarity)
 14  
 15  57/17-18    Clint references the "Ontario Health
 16              Plan".  This may be changed to Ontario
 17              Health Pandemic Influenza Plan (for
 18              clarity)
 19  
 20  86/18-19    "It was more for primary care, like
 21               frontline positions".  The sentence
 22               should be edited to say "it was more
 23               for primary care, like frontline
 24               physicians."
 25  
�0123
 01  
 02  114/23-25    Alison says, "â€¦but the MEOC had been
 03               activated and also active even before
 04               being activated in this work.
 05               The sentence may be edited:  "but the
 06               MEOC had been activated and was also
 07               active in this work even before
 08               activation" (for clarity)
 09  
 10  116/23       Alison says, "So the Deputy Minister
 11               of Long-Term Care, Deputy Richard
 12               Steele, is in assistance at the Health
 13               Coordination Table nowâ€¦"
 14               This should say "is in attendance at
 15               the Health Coordination Table now".
 16  
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